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The Safe Games Illinois Act:

Can Curbs on Violent Video Games Survive Constitutional Challenges?
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“Common sense is sometimes [just] another word for prejudice . . . ”1

I. INTRODUCTION

Picking up prostitutes, joining street gangs, killing police officers, and assassinating President Kennedy.2 According to Illinois Governor Rod R. Blagojevich, those are just a few of the crimes today’s video games teach children, in a uniquely effective manner.3 By placing the player in the role of participant, rather than spectator, violent video games allow children to engage in “realistic depictions” of mutilation, rape, theft, drug use, and, most significantly, murder.4 To some
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observers, violent video games have become the equivalent of a killing simulator, using technology akin to that used to teach productive skills like driving.\footnote{E.g., Chris Fusco, \textit{Boy, 15, Has no Trouble Buying M-rated Video Games}, \textit{Chi. Sun-Times}, Jan. 3, 2005, at 12 (quoting Crime Commission Executive Director Jerry Eisner who stated that “[w]hen we teach kids to drive, we use a driving simulator,” and similarly that a video game can become a “killing simulator”). \textit{See Patrick M. Garry, \textit{Defining Speech in an Entertainment Age: The Case for First Amendment Protection for Video Games}, 57 SMU L. REV 139, 141 (2004) (describing some violent video games as “murder simulators”).}}

The tremendous impact of video gaming upon children and youth culture is undeniable, with Americans spending $7.3 billion on video games during 2004,\footnote{Top 10 Industry Facts, \textit{Electronic Software Association}, available at http://www.theesa.com/facts/top_10_facts.php (last visited Mar. 24, 2006) (noting U.S. sales of computer and video game software grew by four percent in 2004).} and statistics indicating the average American child spends nine hours a week playing video games.\footnote{David Walsh et. al., \textit{Ninth Annual Mediawise Video Game Report Card}, \textit{National Institute of Media and the Family}, Nov. 23, 2004, at 8 (citing the average time for videogame playing for all American school-age children is nine hours per week, with significant sex differences). Girls average five hours per week, while boys average thirteen hours per week. \textit{Id.}} Of growing concern to some parents and legislators is that most video games, particularly those aimed at teen audiences, are violent in nature,\footnote{Kevin Haninger & Kimberly M. Thompson, \textit{Content and Ratings of Teen-Rated Video Games}, 291 JAMA 856, 856 (Feb. 18, 2004) (noting that violence is included in ninety-four percent of all video games rated for teens).} with the most popular, highest-selling games being those rated “Mature.”\footnote{Video Game Sales—M-Rated Games, Top Sellers, \textit{SafeGamesIllinois.org}, http://www.safegamesillinois.org/game_stats.php (last visited Mar. 24, 2006) (noting that in October 2004, the violent video game “Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas” sold more copies in America than any other video game). \textit{See also infra note 56 (describing “M=Mature” video game rating).}}

On July 25, 2005, Governor Blagojevich signed the Safe Games Illinois Act (SGIA) into law.\footnote{Safe Games Illinois (Violent/Sexually Explicit Video Games) Act, Pub. Act. No. 94-315, 2005 Ill. Leg. Serv. 2147 (West) (codified at 720 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/11-21), 720 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5 [hereinafter SGIA]. \textit{See also Gov. Blagojevich Signature Announcement, supra note 4 (announcing signature of new law).}} The new law was promoted as making Illinois “the only state in the nation to ban the sale and rental of violent and sexually explicit video games to children.”\footnote{See Gov. Blagojevich Signature Announcement, \textit{supra note 4 (describing the new law as “landmark” legislation, resulting from more than eight months of effort by Gov. Blagojevich,http://www.illinois.gov/PressReleases/ShowPressRelease.cfm?SubjectID=3&RecNum=4170 [hereinafter Gov. Blagojevich Signature Announcement] (stating that when playing a violent video game, the child is “the one who takes crack cocaine . . . the one who engages in simulated sex . . . cuts someone’s head off and makes blood spurt from the neck . . . is the killer who laughs at the victim and makes crude sexual comments after being with a prostitute”).}}

\textit{Only State in the Nation to Protect Children from Violent and Sexually Explicit Video Games (July 25, 2005), available at http://www.illinois.gov/PressReleases/ShowPressRelease.cfm?SubjectID=3&RecNum=4170 [hereinafter Gov. Blagojevich Signature Announcement] (stating that when playing a violent video game, the child is “the one who takes crack cocaine . . . the one who engages in simulated sex . . . cuts someone’s head off and makes blood spurt from the neck . . . is the killer who laughs at the victim and makes crude sexual comments after being with a prostitute”).}
move, Michigan\textsuperscript{12} and California\textsuperscript{13} passed equivalent laws and numerous other states have similar measures under consideration.\textsuperscript{14}

What the celebratory press releases and legislative enthusiasm do not reveal, however, is that federal courts previously struck down three similar laws as violative of the Constitution’s First Amendment guarantee of free speech,\textsuperscript{15} demonstrating that although popular politically and often described as examples of common sense lawmaking, the new statutes are problematic from a constitutional perspective.\textsuperscript{16} On the very day the Governor signed the SGIA into law, industry groups filed suit against the new law,\textsuperscript{17} and soon after a federal

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Press Release, Office of the Governor, Gov. Granholm Signs New Laws to Protect Children from Violent, and Sexually-Explicit Video Games (Sept. 12, 2005), \textit{available at http://www.michigan.gov/gov/0,1607,7-168-23442_21974-126002—M_2005_9,00.html} (describing Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm’s signature of legislation making illegal the sale or rental of mature or adult-rated video games to children age seventeen or younger).}

\footnote{Press Release, Office of the Governor, Gov. Schwarzenegger Takes Steps to Protect Children (Oct. 7, 2005), \textit{available at http://www.governor.ca.gov/state/govsite/gov_homepage.jsp} (follow “Press Room” hyperlink; then follow “Press Releases” hyperlink; then follow “October 2005” hyperlink). \textit{See also} John M. Broder, \textit{Bill is Signed to Restrict Video Games in California}, \textit{N.Y. TIMES}, Oct. 8, 2005, at A8 (describing California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger’s signature of legislation making it illegal to sell or rent to minors under age eighteen any video games which “depict serious injury to human beings in a manner that is especially heinous, atrocious or cruel”).}

\footnote{Christopher Conkey, \textit{Courts Lift Curbs on Kids Buying Violent Games}, \textit{WALL ST. J.}, Dec. 17, 2005, at A1 (stating “[a]bout half of the 50 states are considering proposals that would restrict sales of violent games to minors or levy fines on businesses that sell the games to children”).}

\footnote{See \textit{Am. Amusement Mach. Ass’n v. Kendrick}, 244 F.3d 572 (7th Cir.), \textit{cert. denied}, 534 U.S. 994 (2001) (holding unconstitutional an Indianapolis, Indiana ordinance limiting access of minors to violent video games); \textit{Interactive Digital Software Ass’n v. St. Louis County}, 329 F.3d 954 (8th Cir.), \textit{reh’g en banc denied}, No. 02-3010, 2003 U.S. App. LEXIS 13782 (8th Cir. July 9, 2003) (holding unconstitutional St. Louis County, Missouri ordinance making unlawful the sale or rental of violent video games to minors); \textit{Video Software Dealers Ass’n v. Maleng}, 325 F. Supp. 2d 1180 (W.D. Wash. 2004) (holding unconstitutional Washington state law penalizing distribution of video games which depict acts of violence against law enforcement officers). \textit{See also} U.S. CONST. amend. I (“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech”).}

\footnote{See Press Release, Office of the Governor, Gov. Blagojevich Proposes Bill to Make Illinois First State to Prohibit Sale or Distribution of Violent and Sexually Explicit Video Games to Minors (Dec. 16, 2004), \textit{available at http://www.safegamesillinois.org/media/releases/12_16_2004_release.pdf} [hereinafter Blagojevich Proposal Release] (“There’s a reason why we don’t let kids smoke or drink alcohol or drive a car until they reach a certain age and level of maturity. That’s just common sense. And that same common sense should be applied to excessively violent and sexually explicit video games.”). \textit{But see supra} note 15 (listing federal court decisions striking down laws that attempted to restrict the distribution of video games).}

\footnote{See Press Release, Illinois Retail Merchants Ass’n, IRMA, Others File Suit to Stop Video Game Law (July 25, 2005), \textit{available at http://www.irma.org/news/contentview.asp?c=27394} (announcing plans for the retail merchants and two video game industry associations to file suit against the SGIA).}
\end{footnotes}
judge issued a permanent injunction preventing the planned implementation of the SGIA, holding it violative of the First Amendment. Likewise, federal judges granted preliminary injunctions against similar laws in Michigan and California.

Nevertheless, these judicial defeats have not dampened legislative enthusiasm for the introduction of new, and notably similar, statutory proposals. Within two weeks of the Illinois law being struck down, Congress introduced legislation closely replicating the SGIA. Like the bills previously passed by state legislatures, the newly-introduced Federal Family Entertainment Protection Act prohibits the sale or rental of violent video games to minors seventeen years and younger.

This Comment examines whether statutory curbs on the availability of violent video games to minors can survive constitutional challenge, focusing primarily upon the Illinois SGIA. First, Part II will describe the background leading to the passage of the SGIA, including the status of scientific inquiry into the potential impacts of violent video games upon children, past jurisprudence finding similar legislation unconstitutional, and historical efforts to curb youth culture. Part III

18. Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 404 F. Supp. 2d 1051 (N.D. Ill. 2005). See also infra Part III.B (discussing details of the permanent injunction). Governor Blagojevich immediately vowed to appeal. See infra note 28 (noting the Governor’s pledge to appeal the federal court ruling). The state’s appeal was timely filed with the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. Notice of Appeal, No. 05-C-4265 (Jan. 3, 2006). On February 15, 2006, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals consolidated the docket and established a briefing schedule. Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 404 F. Supp. 2d 1051 (N.D. Ill. 2005), appeal docketed, No. 06-1012 (7th Cir. Feb. 15, 2006).


23. Id. at 2 (including fines of $1,000 for the first offense, and $5,000 for each subsequent offense). The December 16, 2005 press release announcing introduction of federal legislation notes the passage by Illinois, Michigan and California of similar laws, but does not mention that the Illinois and Michigan laws had been found unconstitutional by federal judges in previous weeks. Id. (stating “Illinois, Michigan, and California have all passed state laws to prohibit the sale of violent video games to minors”).

24. See infra Part V (discussing the possibility of the SGIA surviving constitutional challenge in federal court).

25. See infra Part II (reviewing past legislation, scientific studies, and jurisprudence of previous legislation restricting minors’ access to video games).
will discuss in more detail the legislative history and provisions of the SGIA, and the federal district court case holding it unconstitutional.  

Next, Part IV will analyze the federal district court’s appropriate adherence to precedent and the SGIA as an example of politically-irresistible legislation, despite its well-recognized constitutional problems. Part V predicts that, despite the Governor’s plan to aggressively defend the Act’s constitutionality on appeal, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals will uphold the district court’s injunction against the SGIA. In conclusion, Part V will suggest a blueprint for more narrowly tailored future legislation, which may better withstand judicial scrutiny.

II. BACKGROUND

This Part provides a review of the background culminating in passage of the SGIA, and the cultural, scientific and judicial developments preceding it. First, this Part reviews the video gaming phenomenon in the United States, with particular emphasis on the manner in which the gaming industry rates its products. Next, it discusses the status of scientific inquiry both supporting and disputing a link between video games and violent behavior. Third, it briefly summarizes First Amendment jurisprudence and the three primary federal cases regarding previous legislative efforts to curb minors’ access to violent video games, which are likely to influence the outcome of the current litigation regarding the constitutionality of the SGIA and similar laws. Finally, this Part reviews historical efforts to squelch supposedly

26. See infra Part III (detailing the legislative history of the SGIA, the provisions of the Act, and the district court’s injunction).
27. See infra Part IV (discussing the ways the SGIA reflects historical patterns).
29. See infra Part V (predicting the Seventh Circuit will affirm the injunction).
30. See infra Part V (suggesting, in light of guidance offered by federal courts in their previous decisions, ways in which legislatures might more effectively craft statutory curbs on minors’ access to violent video games).
31. See infra Part II (providing the backdrop to the passage of the SGIA).
32. See infra Part II.A (describing the video game industry’s history).
33. See infra Part II.B (reviewing the scientific data related to the possible connection between violence and video game usage).
34. See infra Part II.C (summarizing past jurisprudence regarding video game restrictions).
A. The Video Gaming Industry and ESRB Ratings System

The first commercially released video game, Pong, was a simple and by today’s standards almost-unimaginably quaint on-screen version of table tennis. Since that time, the video-gaming industry has grown into a multi-billion dollar segment of the entertainment business. In the decades since baby-boomers wielded Pong’s rudimentary on-screen paddles or chomped aliens with Pac-Man’s simple but voracious mouth, the state of the video game art has made astounding strides, and now features motion-picture quality graphics and effects so compelling that ninety-two percent of children and adolescents ages two to seventeen play them. The widespread success of video games has resulted in the industry enjoying extraordinary market penetration among youth. Americans now spend more money on video games each year than on going to movies and more time at home playing video games than watching rented videos. Video games, in fact, have been used as the basis of major feature films.

Since the earliest days of television, people have expressed concern over the potential effects of violent programming on children. The

35. See infra Part II.D (discussing comic bans of the mid-twentieth century).
37. See supra note 6 (describing sales figures for video games for 2004).
39. See supra note 6 (describing sales figures for video games for 2004).
42. Video Game Movies or Movie Video Games, ABOUT.COM, available at http://actionadventure.about.com/od/videogames1/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2006) (identifying successful video games later made into feature films, including “Resident Evil” and “Tomb Raider”).
43. Notice of Inquiry, In The Matter of Violent Television Programming and Its Impact on
depth of this concern was demonstrated by the 1998 introduction of federal rules requiring the installation of V-Chip technology in all new televisions of thirteen inches or greater manufactured after January 1, 2000. The V-Chip permits individuals to block the display of television programming based upon its rating, as established by the “TV Parental Guidelines,” a ratings system created and maintained by the National Association of Broadcasters, the National Cable Television Association and the Motion Picture Association of America.

Evidence indicates that V-Chip usage rates are extremely low. A study conducted by the Annenberg Public Policy Center indicated that seventy percent of families with small children who owned V-Chip-equipped televisions did not use them, citing lack of understanding of the ratings system or the technology, difficulty of programming, and a general feeling that they do not need the V-Chip to supervise their children’s viewing.

As with television programming, similar concerns exist regarding violence in video games. In response to those concerns, the video game industry created a rating system designed to help facilitate choices by consumers. The Federal Trade Commission describes this as a self-regulatory program, developed and maintained by the industry itself, through the independent, non-profit Electronic Software Ratings Board.
Board (ESRB).  

The ESRB ratings system uses seven categories for rating video games: EC (Early Childhood),52 E (Everyone),53 E10+ (Everyone 10+),54 T (Teen),55 M (Mature),56 AO (Adults Only),57 and RP (Rating Pending). These rating symbols appear on the front of the video game box.59 In addition, the ESRB system features “content descriptors,” which appear on the back of the box and alert consumers to particular content.60 Some content descriptors include “animated blood,”61 “blood,”62 “blood and gore,”63 “cartoon violence,”64 “fantasy violence,”65 “mild violence,”66 “violence,”67 “intense violence,”68 and
“sexual violence.”

Assessments of the effectiveness of the ESRB’s rating program are mixed. In its most recent review of the program, the Federal Trade Commission, while providing suggested improvements such as moving the content descriptors from the back to the front of the video game box, gave the industry’s ratings disclosures a positive overall assessment. However, the FTC reported results from its 2003 “mystery shop” program that sixty-nine percent of unaccompanied children aged thirteen to sixteen years old were able to purchase video games rated M-Mature. This finding represented a modest improvement from the FTC’s previous nationwide undercover surveys in 2000 and 2001. In addition, the FTC noted additional data from other studies, indicating that seventy-five percent of boys under seventeen reported they have played games from the notoriously violent “Grand Theft Auto” series.

In a series of moves echoing that of the television V-Chip, three major video game manufacturers announced in late 2005 that the next generation of video game consoles will include parental controls, which will allow parents to restrict a child’s access to games based upon their ESRB ratings. The technology, according to the industry’s trade association, is similar to the V-Chip used in televisions and is a useful tool for parents interested in controlling their children’s exposure to violent video games. Likewise reflecting a desire to self-regulate

and/or realistic blood, gore, weaponry, and/or depictions of human injury and death.”

69. Id. (“depictions of rape or other sexual acts”).
70. See infra notes 71–75 (describing FTC findings on the effectiveness of ESRB ratings).
71. See FTC Report, supra note 50, at iii (noting “the game industry’s rating disclosure requirements go far to ensure that parents have access to rating information when considering product purchases”).
72. Id. at 26 and Appendix B (describing the FTC’s 2003 “mystery shop” program in which the Commission, through a contractor, recruited thirteen to sixteen-year olds in thirty-nine states to attempt to purchase M-Mature rated video games).
73. Id. at 26 (noting that the 2000 survey found eighty-five percent of children between thirteen to sixteens years old were able to purchase M-Mature rated video games).
74. Id. (noting that the 2001 survey found seventy-eight percent of children between thirteen to sixteen years old were able to purchase M-Mature rated video games).
75. Id. at 27 (quoting results of a 2003 Gallup poll, with statistics showing that respondents age thirteen to fifteen more likely than those age sixteen to seventeen to have played these games). The “Grand Theft Auto” series is among the games often noted for its violent content. See supra note 9 (discussing “Grand Theft Auto”).
77. Id. (noting that the video game console makers have “voluntarily stepped up to take
rather than face more intensive government regulatory oversight, the nation’s largest cable television companies announced in late 2005 plans to introduce family-friendly channel packages. Similarly, wireless telecommunications carriers announced guidelines designed to limit children’s access to adult content and services.  

B. Scientific Inquiry into the Effects of Video Game Violence

The essence of the debate regarding video game violence is whether exposure to such violence during childhood may result in deleterious effects, particularly violent behavior. Research investigating this hypothesis has fallen into three general categories: field studies, cross-sectional studies, and longitudinal studies.  

In assessing the results of these studies, the Federal Communications Commission and other bodies have noted the lack of consensus concerning the focus, rigor and number of available studies. However, the most vigorous aspect of the debate is whether the studies indicate a correlation between video game violence and violent behavior, or whether those studies can in fact be used as evidence of causation. The difference between the two is critical and central to the debate regarding the constitutionality of laws restricting minors’ access to violent video games.

---

78. Ken Belson & Geraldine Fabrikant, Cable Relents on Channels for Family, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 13, 2005, at C1 (noting that cable companies are “yielding to pressure from regulators, lawmakers and interest groups”).  
80. See FCC Notice of Inquiry, supra note 43, at 3 (noting that deleterious effects on children are at the core of concern about media violence).  
81. Id. (describing field studies as those in which subjects are shown video programming, then the subjects’ short-term post-viewing behavior is monitored).  
82. Id. (defining cross-sectional studies as those which conduct surveys of subjects, at a single point in time, regarding their viewing behavior and overall conduct).  
83. Id. (describing longitudinal studies as those which survey the same subjects over many years to determine the effects of exposure to video programming).  
84. Id. at 5 (noting widespread dispute regarding “not just the nature and quality, but even the amount, of scholarship,” and comparing various sources which state the total number of studies of violence in the media as ranging between 200 and 3,500).  
85. Id. at 4 (quoting the Fed. Trade Comm’n, Marketing Violent Entertainment to Children [2002], noting “A majority of the investigation into the impact of media violence on children find that there is a high correlation between exposure to media violence and aggressive and at times violent behavior. . . . Regarding causation, however, the studies appear to be less conclusive.”).  
86. See infra Parts II.B.1 and II.B.2 (describing lack of consensus regarding correlation versus
1. Studies/Authorities Acknowledging No Proof of Causation

Numerous authorities, including the United States Surgeon General, the Federal Trade Commission, and the Federal Communications Commission, have noted the lack of consensus within the scientific community regarding a causal relationship between violent programming and violent behavior. Researchers, including those who frequently advocate in support of legislation restricting access to video games, such as Dr. Craig Anderson, likewise acknowledge the difficulty in establishing a causal link.

For instance, a 2005 review of the existing studies, designed to explore themes in recent work and recommend directions for future research, was presented to the American Psychological Association (APA). After reviewing more than a dozen recent studies, the authors concluded that no clear consensus exists regarding any potential harm to children resulting from violent video game play. Likewise, other

causation).


Current psychological theory suggest that the interactive nature of many of these new media may affect children’s behavior more powerfully than passive media such as television. Research to test this assumption is not yet well developed, and accurate measurement is needed to determine how much violence children are actually exposed to through various media—and how patterns of exposure vary among American youths.

Id. See also Fed. Trade Comm’n, Marketing Violent Entertainment to Children, Executive Summary, at 1 (2000).

Scholars and observers generally have agreed that exposure to media violence alone in entertainment media does not cause a child to commit a violent act and that it is not the sole, or even necessarily the most important, factor contributing to youth aggression, anti-social attitudes and violence. Nonetheless, there is widespread agreement that it is a cause for concern.

Id. See also FCC Notice of Inquiry, supra note 43, at 5 (noting “widely different” assessments of the quality and quantity of research).


90. Id. at 4.

[N]o clear consensus has arisen as to whether violent video game content is harmful to
researchers have noted multiple problems with past studies.\footnote{E.g., Effects of Media on Child Health: Hearing on H.R. 4023 Before the Ill. H.R. Judicial I Civil Law Comm., 94th Gen. Assemb. (Mar. 9, 2005) (statement of Dr. Michael Rich, Director, Center on Media and Child Health, Children’s Hospital Boston, Harvard Medical School) (on file with Loyola University Chicago Law Journal) [hereinafter Rich/Harvard Testimony] (stating that “research to date has been both limited and hampered by research designs that have lagged behind game technology”).} In response to this need, and addressing oft-cited concerns regarding the lack of longitudinal studies on the effects of video game violence,\footnote{See supra note 83 (defining longitudinal study). See, e.g., Dmitri Williams & Marko Skoric, Internet Fantasy Violence: A Test of Aggression in an Online Game, 72 COMM. MONOGRAPHS 217, 220 (2005) [hereinafter Williams & Skoric Study] (“longitudinal study is badly needed”) (quoting C. Anderson & B.J. Bushman, Effects of Violent Video Games on Aggressive Behavior, Aggressive Cognition, Aggressive Effect, Physiological Arousal, and Prosocial Behavior: A Meta-Analytic Review of the Scientific Literature, 12 PSYCHOL. SCI. 353, 359 (2001)).} researchers at the University of Illinois announced publication in 2005 of the results of the first longitudinal study of a video game.\footnote{Press Release, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, No Strong Link Seen Between Violent Video Games and Aggression (Aug. 9, 2005), at 1, available at http://www.news.uiuc.edu/news/05/0809videogames.html (announcing results from “the first long-term study of online videogame playing”). See also Williams & Skoric Study, supra note 92, at 218 (stating that “because the field has failed to demonstrate long-term causal links between game playing and aggression, we undertake the first longitudinal field study of a game.”) Williams & Skoric Study, supra note 92, at 219–20 (discussing the authors’ attempts to address “two potentially major gaps to be bridged” regarding method and generalizability.)} In it, the authors endeavored to address deficiencies cited in prior research, which had been criticized for being too short, unduly artificial, not representing the social context of game play, and overly reliant on very young test subjects.\footnote{Id. at 221 (describing the “combat and conflict” video game Asheron’s Call, the focus of the study, which the authors characterize as including “repetitive graphic violence,” with a sustained pattern in which “blood oozes and flies, and creatures writhe and scream when they are reduced to gory corpses.”).} The study, which focused upon a highly violent video game,\footnote{Id. at 228–29 (stating the study revealed “no strong effects associated with aggression” and that the results support suggestions that “violent games do not necessarily lead to increased real-world aggression”).} revealed no strong evidence of a link to aggressive tendencies or behaviors, suggesting a lack of a connection with real-world aggression.\footnote{Id. at 228–29 (stating the study revealed “no strong effects associated with aggression” and that the results support suggestions that “violent games do not necessarily lead to increased real-world aggression”).}

2. Studies/Authorities Implying Causal Relationship

On August 17, 2005, the American Psychological Association (APA)
adopted a resolution recommending that all violence be reduced in video games and interactive media marketed to children and youth and implying a causal relationship between violent video games and violent tendencies. The resolution notes decades of studies revealing the impact of televised violence on the aggressive behavior of children and youth and references more than seventy articles, studies and media reports.

The language of the APA resolution does not directly assert that a causal relationship has been scientifically demonstrated; nevertheless, it strongly implies that one exists. For instance, the resolution references published works, which it suggests demonstrate that exposure to violent interactive video games increases aggressive behavior, angry feelings and physiological arousal, and decreases helpful behavior.

One of the most prominent articles relied upon by the APA was authored by Craig A. Anderson and Karen E. Dill who reported on a pair of studies (one correlational and one experimental). The correlational study examined the relationship between long-term exposure to violent video games and several outcome variables by having 227 undergraduates complete questionnaires. The questionnaires gathered information on the undergraduates’ past video game play, including the level of violence of their favorite games and their self-reported behaviors such as irritability and delinquency. The researchers concluded that violent video game play was positively related to aggressive behavior.

98. Id. at 1 (stating that “decades of social science reveals the strong influence of televised violence on the aggressive behavior of children and youth”). Id. at 2–5 (listing references, including various studies, reports and articles).
99. See infra note 100 (describing APA Resolution).
100. See APA Resolution, supra note 97, at 2 (noting “comprehensive analysis of violent interactive video game research suggests” such outcomes).
101. Anderson & Dill Article, supra note 88, at 772 (summarizing the outcome of two studies).
102. Id. at 776. The variables included aggressive behavior, delinquency, academic achievement and worldview.
103. Id. at 777 (describing self-report questionnaires generally).
104. Id. (noting examples of questions designed to reveal irritability, such as “I easily fly off the handle with those who don’t listen or understand” and “I don’t think I’m a very tolerant person”).
105. Id. at 782 (noting “the positive association between violent video games and aggressive personality is consistent with a developmental model in which extensive exposure to violent video games (and other violent media) contributes to the creation of an aggressive personality”).
The experimental study examined the effects of violent video game play on aggressive thoughts, behaviors, and worldview by having 210 undergraduates play video games in laboratory settings, and then complete cognitive and behavioral measures designed to measure aggressive behavior. The cognitive measure was a reading reaction time task, which calculates the speed with which a subject reads aloud aggressive words, such as “murder,” versus control words, such as “report.” The behavioral measure was the Taylor Competitive Reaction Time Task, which places subjects in competition with one another to push a button faster than their opponent. The loser of each round receives a “noise blast,” with aggressive behavior defined as the intensity and duration of the noise blasts the subject chooses to deliver to the opponent. Consistent with their assessment of the results of the correlational study, the researchers concluded that the experimental study indicated that violent video game play was positively related to increases in aggressive behavior in experiment subjects.

3. Brain Studies

The lack of clear evidence of causation and the essentially correlational nature of studies like that of the Anderson & Dill study are widely acknowledged, including by the researchers themselves. Much attention, therefore, has been directed to recent studies, principally those conducted at the Indiana University School of Medicine, focused on the potential effects of violent video games on brain functionality. The Center for Successful Parenting, a non-profit

106. Id. at 783–84 (describing study methodology). The games played were Myst, a non-violent video game, and Wolfenstein 3D, a violent video game in which players use a variety of weapons to fight Nazi guards, with the goal of killing Adolf Hitler. Id. at 784.

107. Id. at 784 (detailing reading reaction time task, which presents aggressive words, such as murder, with three types of control words; the control words for this study were of three types, including anxiety words (“humiliated”), escape words (“leave”), and control words (“consider”)).

108. Id. (describing Taylor Competitive Reaction Time Task as a “widely used and externally valid measure of aggressive behavior”).

109. Id. (noting “aggressive behavior is operationally defined as the intensity and duration of noise blasts the participant chooses to deliver to the opponent”).

110. Id. at 787 (stating that in both studies, “violent video game play was positively related to increases in aggressive behavior”).

111. Id. at 772 (noting “what is needed is basic theory-guided research on the effects of playing violent video games”). “[T]he correlational nature of Study 1 means that causal statements are risky at best. It could be that the obtained video game violence links to aggressive and nonaggressive delinquency are wholly due to the fact that highly aggressive individuals are especially attracted to violent video games.” Id. at 782.

112. CTR. FOR SUCCESSFUL PARENTING, BRAIN STUDY: CAN VIOLENT MEDIA AFFECT REASONING AND LOGICAL THINKING? available at http://sosparents.org/Brain%20Study.htm (stating that “Most data in the area has been subjective. This Indiana University School of
organization dedicated to reducing media violence, funds the Indiana University research.113

The Indiana University School of Medicine brain data includes two distinct sets of research.114 The first set, released in December 2002, remains unpublished and focuses upon the brain functionality of aggressive adolescents diagnosed with disruptive behavior disorder (DBD).115 The study determined that brain-based differences exist between DBD and nonaggressive adolescents.116 The study evaluated brain activation patterns in response to stimuli from a violent James Bond-themed game and from an exciting, but nonviolent game.117 However, among the nonaggressive (non-DBD) subjects, the researchers found differences in brain function dependent upon the amount of previous violent media exposure.118 These findings caused the researchers to theorize that differences in brain response may depend upon “past violent media exposure.”119

Medicine study is groundbreaking in that it seeks objective scientific data.”). See also Rich/Harvard Testimony, supra note 91 (mentioning research using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to “examine the brain activations of children when exposed to violent compared to non-violent material,” being conducted at the Center on Media and Child Health, Children’s Hospital Boston, Harvard School of Public Health).

113. CTR. FOR SUCCESSFUL PARENTING, MISSION STATEMENT, available at http://sosparents.org/Our%20Mission.htm (detailing the organization’s mission against media violence, including enlisting experts, continuing clinical research, initiating economic research and activating a national awareness campaign).

114. See infra note 115 (describing brain studies).


116. RSNA Release, supra note 115, at 1 (quoting study co-author Vincent P. Mathews, M.D., professor of radiology and chief of neuroradiology at Indiana University School of Medicine, noting “adolescents with DBD have different brain structure and brain activation patterns than nonaggressive adolescents”).

117. Id. at 2 (describing the video games played by two sets of nineteen adolescents).

118. Id. (noting that nonaggressive adolescents with high violent media exposure had different brain activation patterns than nonaggressive youths with low violent media exposure).

119. Id. (quoting lead investigator Dr. Mathews, stating “there may actually be a difference in the way the brain responds depending on the amount of past violent media exposure through video games, movies and television”).
The 2002 preliminary findings led to the initiation of a second brain study building on the results of the earlier study.\(^ {120}\) In this instance, the results were published.\(^ {121}\) This second study included seventy-one participants aged thirteen to seventeen years, including both a control group and a group diagnosed with DBD.\(^ {122}\) In a first visit to the laboratory, both test subjects and their parents completed an interview and questionnaire regarding past violent video game play activity.\(^ {123}\) In a follow-up visit, researchers used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)\(^ {124}\) while the test subjects performed a counting Stroop task, which requires subjects to press buttons corresponding to the number of visual stimuli simultaneously presented, to measure the brain functionality of the adolescents.\(^ {125}\)

The Indiana University researchers found more reduced frontal lobe activity in the aggressive DBD subjects versus the control non-aggressive subjects.\(^ {126}\) However, they also reported differences in frontal lobe activation associated with previous media violence exposure.\(^ {127}\) Specifically, the study indicated that, while performing the counting task, the frontal lobe activation within the brains of non-aggressive adolescents who had reported high previous exposure to media violence resembled that seen in aggressive DBD adolescents.\(^ {128}\) Because the frontal lobes, specifically the prefrontal cortex, are believed to be involved in emotional control, the researchers suggested that reduced functionality patterns observed in the study may indicate that impairments in this area may predispose adolescents to aggressive


\(^{122}\) Id. at 288 (noting that the DBD adolescents were those with “at least one significant symptom of aggressive behavior toward people, animals or property within the past six months”).

\(^{123}\) Id. (explaining that questionnaires measured past television and video game viewing for the past week and the past year).

\(^{124}\) Id. at 287 (noting fMRI is “functional magnetic resonance imaging,” a neuroimaging technology).

\(^{125}\) Id. at 288–89 (describing counting Stroop task as a method of presenting visual stimuli to test subjects, which allows researchers to measure both accuracy and brain functionality).

\(^{126}\) Id. at 287 (stating “[f]rontal lobe activation was reduced in aggressive subjects compared with control subjects”).

\(^{127}\) Id. (summarizing conclusion that “[o]ur findings suggest that media violence exposure may be associated with alterations in brain functioning whether or not trait aggression is present”).

\(^{128}\) Id. at 289, 291 (stating that the frontal lobes of the brain, specifically the dorosolateral prefrontal cortex, are “involved in attentional control” and in “emotional control”).
behavior.\textsuperscript{129}

The innovative nature of the Indiana University studies is clear\textsuperscript{130} and has generated interest among legislators both in Congress and in the states where legislation has been adopted to curb minors’ access to violent video games.\textsuperscript{131} In addition to the aforementioned brain functionality studies, Indiana University research teams have published additional articles in 2005 examining the relationship between “executive functioning”\textsuperscript{132} and media violence exposure in adolescents with and without DBD.\textsuperscript{133} The articles reported Indiana University studies in which DBD and non-DBD adolescents and their parents completed interviews and questionnaires regarding the youth's exposure to media violence, including both violent television programming and violent video game play.\textsuperscript{134} In one article, the researchers noted a pattern of poorer executive functioning among adolescents who reported greater past exposure to violent media.\textsuperscript{135}

Likewise, legislative attention has been focused upon research underway at Harvard Medical School through the Center on Media and

\begin{footnotes}
\item[	extsuperscript{129}] Id. at 291 (stating hypothesis that results may reflect neural impairment “involved in emotional regulation that predisposes [adolescents with high media violence exposure] to aggressive behavior”).
\item[	extsuperscript{130}] Id. (stating “the relation of media violence to brain functioning has not been reported previously”).
\item[	extsuperscript{133}] See, e.g., William G. Kronenberger et al., Media Violence Exposure in Aggressive and Control Adolescents: Difference in Self- and Parent-Reported Exposure to Violence on Television and in Video Games, 31 AGGRESSIVE BEHAV. 201, 201–16 (2005) [hereinafter Kronenberger I]. See also William G. Kronenberger et al., Media Violence Exposure and Executive Functioning in Aggressive and Control Adolescents, J. OF CLINICAL PSYCHOL., June 2005, at 1 [hereinafter Kronenberger II].
\item[	extsuperscript{134}] See Kronenberger I, supra note 133, at 1, and Kronenberger II, supra note 133, at 1 (explaining the details of each study, including the samples, procedures and results of each). Both studies were funded by grants from the Center for Successful Parenting. Id.
\item[	extsuperscript{135}] See Kronenberger II, supra note 133, at 1 (noting results indicate “media violence exposure is related to poorer executive functioning”).
\end{footnotes}
Health, Children’s Hospital Boston. However, researchers characterize the results as “pilot data,” and no results have yet been published.

C. Judicial Response to Pre-2005 Legislation

Legislation seeking to curb minors’ access to violent video games has been passed and subsequently struck down by federal courts as violating First Amendment free speech guarantees in Indianapolis, Indiana, St. Louis County, Missouri, and the State of Washington. This section will review First Amendment jurisprudence as related to restrictions on video game access and the rationales of the courts in each case.

1. First Amendment Jurisprudence

The First Amendment restricts legislative impediments upon free speech. Historically, some types of speech have been considered outside the scope of the First Amendment. This “unprotected speech” is still covered under the First Amendment, but the Supreme Court has created boundaries for valid government regulation. One

136. See Chapa La Via Testimony, supra note 131, at 21 (mentioning Harvard Medical School research).
Finally, we are using functional MRI to examine the brain activations of children when exposed to violent compared to non-violent material. Pilot data indicate that unique areas of a child’s brain are activated with violence—primitive areas on the right side of the brain, which predominantly processes negative material. When viewing violence, the amygdala, our “fight or flight” center, and motor planning areas are activated. To our surprise and concern, what also fired was the posterior cingulate, the brain center that is activated in post-traumatic stress disorder patients when they relive their traumas. This is an area of long-term, permanent memory encoding, the “survivor’s ROM” if you will, and it explains why we see increasing aggressiveness with increased exposure to violent material.

Id.

139. Interactive Digital Software Ass’n v. St. Louis County, 329 F.3d 954 (8th Cir. 2003), rehe’g en banc denied, No. 02-3010, 2003 U.S. App. LEXIS 13782 (8th Cir. July 9, 2003).
141. See infra Parts II.C.2–4 (describing the three federal court opinions).
142. U.S. CONST. amend. I (“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech”).
143. DANIEL A. FARBER, THE FIRST AMENDMENT 13 (2d ed. 2003) (noting this type of speech includes “incitements to violence, libel, obscenity, fighting words and commercial advertising”).
144. Id.
such example is speech considered to be obscene.\textsuperscript{145} The Supreme Court has adopted a three-part test for obscenity, focusing upon the offensiveness of the material in question.\textsuperscript{146} In order to avoid First Amendment protections, proponents of the SGIA and similar laws have attempted to connect the violence in video games with obscene speech.\textsuperscript{147} However, the courts have treated violent and obscene speech as distinct types of speech.\textsuperscript{148}

Regardle\ss of the type of speech, when reviewing laws that potentially infringe upon First Amendment rights, courts apply strict scrutiny.\textsuperscript{149} Restrictions on fundamental rights, such as speech, are reviewed under strict scrutiny in order to safeguard “substantive values of equality and liberty.”\textsuperscript{150} Accordingly, restrictions are valid only if narrowly tailored to serve compelling state interests.\textsuperscript{151}

2. The Seventh Circuit and \textit{American Amusement Machine Association v. Kendrick}

In 2000, the City of Indianapolis passed an ordinance seeking to limit the access of minors under the age of eighteen to arcade video games that depict graphic violence.\textsuperscript{152} The \textit{American Amusement Machine Association v. Kendrick}, 244 F.3d 572, 574 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 534 U.S. 994 (2001).

\textsuperscript{145} Id.

\textsuperscript{146} Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973) (establishing the current Supreme Court obscenity test).

\textsuperscript{147} Am. Amusement Machine Ass’n v. Kendrick, 244 F.3d 572, 574 (7th Cir.), cert denied, 534 U.S. 994 (2001).

\textsuperscript{148} Id.

\textsuperscript{149} Tribe, supra note 146, at 798–99.

\textsuperscript{150} Id. at 1451.

\textsuperscript{151} Id. at 798–99 (noting content-based restrictions upon free speech are subject to strict scrutiny and “valid only if necessary to serve a compelling state interest and . . . narrowly drawn to that end”).

\textsuperscript{152} Kendrick, 244 F.3d at 573. The ordinance defined graphic violence as “visual depiction or representation of realistic serious injury to a human or human-like being where such serious injury includes amputation, decapitation, dismemberment, bloodshed, mutilation, maiming or disfiguration (disfigurement).” Id.
denied, holding that the industry was unlikely to succeed on the merits of its First Amendment challenge. The industry appealed, and the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, in an opinion written by Judge Richard A. Posner, reversed the lower court. Judge Posner’s powerfully written opinion has been described as particularly influential in helping shape the outcome of later, similar cases.

First, the opinion addressed the City of Indianapolis’ assertion that violence can be bracketed with sex and treated as obscene, thereby limiting its protection under the First Amendment. The court rejected this argument, stating that violence and obscenity are distinct categories and the product of different concerns. The legislative purpose of the ordinance in question was based not upon video games being offensive, but rather upon a belief that video games cause harm to minors. Therefore, the court refused to include violent imagery in the category of obscene speech unprotected by the First Amendment.

Next, the court considered the free speech protections of children, clearly stating that children have First Amendment rights, and found that a conditioning of those rights is a curtailment upon them. The protection of children’s First Amendment rights is fundamental to the functioning of a democracy in which eighteen-year olds have the right to vote, and therefore they must be allowed to form political views before they come of age.

---

153. Am. Amusement Mach. Ass’n v. Kendrick, 115 F. Supp. 2d 943 (S.D. Ind. 2000). An injunction is a court order preventing an action, which is obtained if a complainant proves there is no adequate or complete remedy at law and irreparable injury will result if not granted. BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 629 (7th ed. 2000).


156. Kendrick, 244 F.3d at 574.

157. Id. The court noted that obscenity is proscribed because it is offensive, while violent imagery is alleged to be harmful. Id. See supra Part III.C.1 (discussing First Amendment jurisprudence).

158. Kendrick, 244 F.3d at 575 (stating the purpose of the ordinance as a “belief that violent video games cause temporal harm by engendering aggressive attitudes and behavior, which might lead to violence”).

159. Id.

160. Id. at 576.

161. Id. at 577 (stating people are unlikely to become responsible citizens if “they are raised in
The court then considered whether the images from which the city was attempting to protect children were in some way unique. Judge Posner cited *The Odyssey*, *The Divine Comedy*, *War and Peace*, *Frankenstein*, *Dracula* and *Grimm’s Fairy Tales* as examples that demonstrate society’s enduring and unchanging fascination with violence, from which it is both impossible and unwise to entirely shield children until they reach the age of eighteen. Moreover, the court dismissed as superficial and erroneous the arguments that video games are unique because they are interactive in nature, noting that all literature—including not only books, but also media such as television and movies—is interactive.

Having concluded, therefore, that the law in question was a content-based effort by the City of Indianapolis to regulate protected non-obscene expression, its constitutionality was subject to strict scrutiny. The court noted that it could not rely on conventional wisdom regarding the presumed harmful effects of violent video games. Judge Posner then considered the social science evidence in support of the ordinance by the City, determining the two studies wholly unpersuasive and as offering no support for a causative relationship between violent video games and violent behavior. The court noted the studies did not support the ordinance and found no evidence that the games in the studies resembled those targeted by the ordinance, or that the images in the games had ever caused anyone to commit a violent act.

Judge Posner’s opinion closed with, in effect, guidance for the inevitable future legislative attempts to craft laws restricting violent an intellectual bubble”).

162. *Id.* (stating “[v]iolence has always been and remains a central interest of humankind and a recurrent, even obsessive theme of culture high and low” and shielding children from it would “not only be quixotic, but deforming; it would leave them [children] unequipped to cope with the world as we know it”).

163. *Id.* See also William Li, Note, *Unbaking the Adolescent Cake: The Constitutional Implications of Imposing Tort Liability on Publishers of Violent Video Games*, 45 ARIZ. L. REV. 467, 467 (2003). “[N]obody goes to the theater, or switches on the tube, to view a movie entitled *The Village of the Happy Nice People.*” *Id.* (quoting RICHARD WALTER, SCREENWRITING: THE ART, CRAFT, AND BUSINESS OF FILM AND TELEVISION WRITING 27 (1992)).

164. *Kendrick*, 244 F.3d at 577 (noting “the better it is, the more interactive”).

165. *Id.* at 576 (stating that “the grounds must be compelling and not merely plausible”).

166. *Id.* at 578 (rejecting governmental reliance upon “what everyone knows” about alleged ill effects of video games).

167. *Id.* The defendant relied primarily on the work published in 2000 in the *J. OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCH.* by Anderson & Dill. *Id.* See Anderson & Dill Article, *supra* note 88. See also *supra* Part II.B.2 (describing the 2000 Anderson & Dill article, reporting results of a correlational study and an experimental study).

168. *Kendrick*, 244 F.3d at 578.
video games. It suggested that a more narrowly crafted ordinance might survive a constitutional challenge, particularly if the games in question did not have the unrealistic, cartoonish appearance of some of those considered in this case, and portrayed violence in a more realistic fashion. Judge Posner ended the decision by noting that common sense dictated the outcome of this case, but that such a common sense conclusion could be overcome in the future with robust scientific evidence. The United States Supreme Court denied certiorari.

3. The Eighth Circuit and Interactive Digital Software

An ordinance very similar to Indianapolis’ was passed later in 2000 by St. Louis County, Missouri, making it unlawful for any person to sell or rent graphically violent video games to minors without the consent of a parent or guardian. The video game industry promptly challenged the law in federal court. After denying the industry’s motion for summary judgment, the District Court dismissed the complaint and upheld the ordinance’s constitutionality. The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, with an opinion written by Judge Morris Sheppard Arnold,

169. Id. at 579.
170. Id at 579–80 (suggesting alleged harm of video game violence might be more plausible if the games “used actors and simulated real death and mutilation convincingly, or if the games lacked any story line and were merely animated shooting galleries”).
171. Id. at 579.

Common sense says that the City’s claim of harm to its citizens from these games is implausible, at best wildly speculative. Common sense is sometimes another word for prejudice, and the common sense reaction to the Indianapolis ordinance could be overcome by social scientific evidence, but has not been. Id. Judge Posner frequently cites common sense in his writings, emphasizing its appropriate application in the law, balancing both its importance as a judicial tool and the fact that common sense is often merely an excuse for prejudice. See generally Richard A. Posner, The Jurisprudence of Skepticism, 86 Mich. L. Rev. 827 (1988). “[Practical reason] includes anecdote, introspection, imagination, common sense, intuition . . ., empathy, imputation of motives, speaker’s authority, metaphor, analogy, precedent, custom, memory, ‘induction’ . . . , ‘experience’ . . . . Miscellaneous and unrigorous it may be, but practical reason is our principal set of tools for answering questions large and small.” Id. at 838–39. “What is called ‘common sense’ is a mass of insights that is very loose, imprecise, and unstructured, and is often just another name for prejudice and complacency.” Richard A. Posner, Comment on Lempert on Posner, 87 Va. L. Rev. 1713, 1715–16 (2001) (noting “[d]oubt stimulates inquiry; confidence in one’s intuitions leads to premature closure”).
173. Interactive Digital Software Ass’n v. St. Louis County, 200 F. Supp. 2d 1126, 1128 (E.D. Mo. 2002). Prior to passing the ordinance, two hearings were held, where testimony was heard from education and psychology experts in favor of the law, as well as from representatives of the video game industry who opposed the law. Id. at 1129.
174. Id. at 1131. Plaintiffs challenged the ordinance on First Amendment grounds. Id.
175. Id. at 1141. The district court found that the video game industry had failed in establishing “that video games are a protected form of speech under the First Amendment.” Id.
later reversed, holding the ordinance violative of the First Amendment.\footnote{176} In the Eighth Circuit opinion, Judge Arnold repeatedly cited the Seventh Circuit holding in \textit{American Amusement Machines Association v. Kendrick}.\footnote{177}

The court began by holding that video games are a protected form of free speech, noting the lack of legal significance of the fact that they appear in a novel medium.\footnote{178} In fact, the court emphasized that the status of video games as expressive content is demonstrated by St. Louis County’s efforts to restrict access to them due to the alleged content-based harms potentially befalling those who play them.\footnote{179}

Second, Judge Arnold addressed the County’s arguments regarding the fact that video game technology allows players to skip expressive content, moving directly to action-oriented segments.\footnote{180} The court observed the same is true of videocassettes or DVDs and noted that modern technology that allows increased control over content did not render that content unprotected by the First Amendment, nor did the interactive nature of the video games.\footnote{181} Therefore, after concluding that video games merit the full protection of the First Amendment,\footnote{182} and holding that violent images cannot fall under the legal definition of obscenity, Judge Arnold evaluated the County’s ordinance under the strict scrutiny standard.\footnote{183}

Echoing the Seventh Circuit review of similar evidence, the court described the social science studies offered by the County as ambiguous, inconclusive or irrelevant and noted that much of the

\footnote{176. Interactive Digital Software Ass’n v. St. Louis County, 329 F.3d 954, 960 (8th Cir. 2003) \textit{reh’g en banc denied}, No. 02-3010, 2003 U.S. App. LEXIS 13782 (8th Cir. July 9, 2003). The Eighth Circuit panel also included Judges Pasco Middleton Bowman II and William J. Riley. \textit{Id.} at 954. Judge Morris S. Arnold was appointed to the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in 1992. \textit{Id.} at 954. He is the former Dean of the Indiana School of Law at Bloomington. \textit{Id.}}

\footnote{177. Interactive Digital Software Ass’n, 329 F.3d at 960. Judge Arnold cites Judge Posner’s opinion in \textit{Kendrick} four times. \textit{Id.} at 957, 957, 957, and 959. \textit{See supra Part II.C.2} (discussing the Seventh Circuit \textit{Kendrick} decision).}

\footnote{178. Interactive Digital Software Ass’n, 329 F.3d at 957 (finding “no reason” why a “novel medium” such as video games are not entitled to the same protection as other speech).}

\footnote{179. \textit{Id.} (stating “we find it telling that the County seeks to restrict access to these video games precisely because their content purportedly affects the thought or behavior of those who play them”).}

\footnote{180. \textit{Id.} (noting that videocassettes and DVDs allow the viewer to skip or isolate scenes).}

\footnote{181. \textit{Id.}}

\footnote{182. \textit{Id.} at 958 (citing \textit{Winters v. New York}, 333 U.S. 507, 510 (1948)) (clarifying that video games are “as much entitled to the protection of free speech as the best of literature”).}

\footnote{183. \textit{Id.} at 958. \textit{See TRIBE, supra} note 146 (explaining strict scrutiny standard of constitutional review).}
research was conducted using adult subjects, not minors. The court deemed the testimony offered by the County’s experts inadequate to support the claim of harm from video games. Also following Judge Posner, Judge Arnold’s opinion discussed the need to avoid the temptation to make law simply because society in general might believe that video games are harmful; following Supreme Court rulings, where First Amendment rights are at stake the Government’s obligation is to provide more than anecdotal evidence.

Finally, the court rejected the County’s argument that the First Amendment rights of minors may be abridged as a means of aiding parental authority, holding that the government cannot silence protected speech in the name of assisting parents. The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals denied a request for rehearing en banc, and no further appeal was filed.

4. State of Washington and Video Software Dealers Association

In May 2003, legislators in the State of Washington passed a law outlawing the sale or rental of violent video games to minors. The law was immediately challenged by the video game industry with a suit in the United States District Court for the Western District of Washington. Chief Judge Robert S. Lasnick permanently enjoined enforcement, finding the law unconstitutional and repeatedly citing the previous holdings of the Seventh and Eighth Circuits.

The court began by finding video games to be expressive content and

---

184. Interactive Digital Software Ass’n, 329 F.3d at 959 (characterizing the studies as a “small number”).
185. Id. (calling the conclusion of the studies offered a “vague generality [that] falls far short of a showing that video games are psychologically deleterious”).
186. Id. at 959 (citing United States v. Playboy Entm’t Group, Inc., 529 U.S. 803, 822 (2000)) (“[T]he Government must present more than anecdote and supposition”).
187. Id. at 960 (holding that the state cannot violate free speech freedoms by “wrapping itself in the cloak of parental authority”).
190. Id.
191. Id. at 1191. Judge Lasnick cites to the Kendrick and/or Interactive Digital Software Assoc. decisions six times. Id. at 1183, 1184, 1184, 1184, 1186 and 1190. See supra Part II.C.2 (discussing the Seventh Circuit Kendrick decision); supra Part II.C.3 (discussing the Eighth Circuit Interactive Digital Software Association decision). Judge Robert S. Lasnick is the Chief Judge of the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington. Robert S. Lasnick Bio, http://www.judges.org/nccm/nccm_boards/advisory_council/lasnick.htm. He was appointed in 1998. Id.
entitled to the full protection of the First Amendment. The court further held that the games are not subject to the obscenity exception, and expressly declined to expand the definition of the obscenity exception to include violent images.

Echoing the holdings of the Seventh and Eighth Circuits, Judge Lasnick likewise found that minors have First Amendment rights and that the State cannot restrict protected speech simply because minors may be part of the audience. Therefore, the court held that since the video games at issue had the full protection of the First Amendment, strict scrutiny applied.

The court found the State’s purported interest of combating hostile and antisocial behavior, including violence and aggression toward police officers, compelling but noted that simply stating a compelling government interest is inadequate. Specifically, the court noted that the research and expert opinions presented by the defendants could not produce a showing that exposure to violent video games (including those depicting violence to law enforcement officers) was likely to lead to actual violence against officers. In fact, Judge Lasnick noted that none of the research offered proved causation or an increase in actual, real-life violence. Moreover, most of the studies offered by the State were not focused upon violent video games but focused instead on violent television programming, and none were designed to study aggressive behavior toward law enforcement officers.

192. Video Software Dealers Ass’n, 325 F. Supp. 2d at 1184.
193. Id. (noting the games, although “obnoxious,” deserve the protection of free speech). See Farber, supra note 143, at 133 (listing obscenity as one of the traditional exceptions to First Amendment protection).
194. Video Software Dealers Ass’n, 325 F. Supp. 2d at 1185 (stating “the Court declines defendants’ invitation to expand the narrowly-defined obscenity exception to include graphic depictions of violence”).
195. Id. at 1186. See supra Part II.C.2 (discussing the Seventh Circuit Kendrick decision); supra Part II.C.3 (discussing the Eighth Circuit Interactive Digital Software Association decision).
196. Video Software Dealers Ass’n, 325 F. Supp. 2d at 1186. See Tribe, supra note 146 (discussing the strict scrutiny doctrine).
197. Video Software Dealers Ass’n, 325 F. Supp. 2d at 1187 (quoting Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. F.C.C., 512 U.S. 622, 664–65 (1994) (stating “it must demonstrate the recited harms are real, not merely conjectural, and that the regulation will in fact alleviate these harms in a direct and material way”).
198. Id. at 1188 (noting, nevertheless, that “virtually all of the experts agree that prolonged exposure to violent entertainment is one of the constellation of risk factors for aggressive or anti-social behavior”).
199. Id. (finding “no causal connection between playing violent video games and real-life violence has been established.”).
200. Id.
In conclusion, the court held that the law was not narrowly tailored, was far broader than would be necessary to support the state’s goals, and was unconstitutionally vague. Judge Lasnick closed the opinion by offering guidance on how future attempts to regulate violent video games might be found constitutional, including the need for more narrowly tailored statutes, and more focused and effective scientific studies.

D. The Generation Gap: The Eternal Desire to Squelch Youth Culture

In the Seventh Circuit’s opinion in Kendrick, Judge Posner sounded a cautionary note regarding the urge to suppress youth culture. In doing so, he hinted at the folly of repeating the excesses of past eras, when largely ineffectual efforts were made to suppress the cultural and artistic passions of youth. Commentators have noted that each generation in turn tends to be alarmed about the moral vulnerability of successive generations. The urge to shield younger generations from allegedly harmful and scandalous influences is a constant temptation for adults and policy-makers.

201. Id. at 1190–91.
202. Id. at 1190. While noting that the court cannot offer advisory opinions, Judge Lasnick suggested that key considerations for future legislatures considering similar laws should be:
- does the regulation cover only the type of depraved or extreme acts of violence that violate community norms and prompted the legislature to act?
- does the regulation prohibit depictions of extreme violence against all innocent victims, regardless of their viewpoint or status? and
- do the social scientific studies support the legislative findings at issue?
203. Am. Amusement Mach Ass’n v. Kendrick, 244 F.3d 572, 578 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 534 U.S. 994 (2001) (stating “[w]e are in the world of kids’ popular culture. But it is not lightly to be suppressed”).
204. Id. (noting that “although it seems unlikely, some of these games, perhaps including some that are as violent as those in the record, will become cultural icons”).
205. See Rupal Ruparel Dalal, Congress Shall Make No Law Abridging Freedom of Speech—Even if it Causes Our Children to Kill?, 25 SETON HALL LEGIS. J. 357, 361 n.24 (2001) (citing Catherine J. Ross, The Association of American Law Schools, Section on Mass Communications Law 1997 Annual Conference Panel: Sex, Violence, Children & The Media: Legal, Historical & Empirical Perspectives, 5 COMMLAW CONSPECTUS 341, 349 (1997) (stating that “nearly every new type of entertainment that has emerged—from dime novels to the Internet—has raised concern about its potential for causing immoral conduct and disorderly behavior on the part of children”). See also Calvert & Richards, supra note 88, at 208–09 (describing the “age-old story that pits the protection of children from speech and its supposed deleterious effects against the First Amendment rights of children to receive that speech”).

[T]he continued popularity of censorship designed to protect, shield, indoctrinate, or socialize young people, dramatized the durability and emotional power of the belief
A classic example of the eternal temptation by older generations to shield children from negative influences is the effort to ban comic books during the 1940s and 1950s. The first comic book was introduced in the United States in 1934, and comics grew swiftly into a hugely popular cultural phenomenon. By the 1940s, comic books had become increasingly violent, with war, western, romance, crime and horror stories very popular. Statistics surfaced reporting seventy percent of comic books were filled with objectionable material, and comic books were often publicly blamed for robberies, burglaries, murders, suicides and juvenile delinquency. In response, some legislatures banned the sale of violent comic books to children, with the legislation later being overturned as unconstitutional. In the 1950s, the anti-comic book fervor grew, with increasing belief amongst the public that children emulated the violent behaviors they saw in comic books, turning normal children into criminals, rapists, perverts, and murderers.

The parallels between the comic book hysteria and today’s efforts to restrict minors’ access to violent video games are significant. Some

that minors are harmed by sexual expression—or, depending upon one’s values, by speech about violence, drugs, alcohol, suicide, religion, racism, or other troublesome themes. Unexamined assumptions continue to dominate this debate, with questionable consequences not only for the First Amendment freedoms of all of us but for the moral and intellectual development of youngsters themselves.

Id. See also Judith Levine, Shooting the Messenger: Why Censorship Won’t Stop Violence 24–25 (2001) (discussing the effect of media on youth violence). What is outrageous in one era is ho-hum in another. But the generation gap has been around for at least two centuries. Since there has been anything resembling youth culture, adults have been exercised about its forms of expression. Frank Sinatra called Elvis Presley’s music “the most brutal, ugly, desperate, vicious form of expression it has been my misfortune to hear,” and “the martial music of every . . . delinquent on the face of the earth.”

Id. See also Judith Levine, Shooting the Messenger: Why Censorship Won’t Stop Violence 24–25 (2001) (discussing the effect of media on youth violence). What is outrageous in one era is ho-hum in another. But the generation gap has been around for at least two centuries. Since there has been anything resembling youth culture, adults have been exercised about its forms of expression. Frank Sinatra called Elvis Presley’s music “the most brutal, ugly, desperate, vicious form of expression it has been my misfortune to hear,” and “the martial music of every . . . delinquent on the face of the earth.”

commentators have noted the fact that most video game opponents and
denouncers are people who have not actually played them.215 Others
predict that video games hysteria will disappear once the generation that
has grown up playing games grows old enough to wield political
influence.216 In his warning to resist legislating based upon unproven
conventional wisdom, Judge Posner seemed to caution against allowing
“common sense” to cause us to repeat the prejudicial excesses of the past.217

III. DISCUSSION

On July 25, 2005, the SGIA was signed into law.218 Less than five
months later, and just weeks shy of the new law’s January 1, 2006
implementation date, the law was permanently enjoined by a federal
district court.219 The State filed an appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court
of Appeals.220 This Part begins by reviewing the legislative history of
the SGIA and outlines its provisions, including the legislative findings
likely to be most closely scrutinized by the appellate court.221 Next,
this Part reviews Federal District Judge Matthew Kennelly’s permanent
injunction striking down the SGIA.222

A. The Legislative History of The Safe Games Illinois Act (House Bill
4023)

The SGIA’s initial and most outspoken advocate has been Illinois
Governor Rod Blagojevich.223 In December 2004, Governor
Blagojevich initially proposed legislation banning the sale or rental of

STEVEN JOHNSON, EVERYTHING BAD IS GOOD FOR YOU (2005)).

[Doug Lowenstein, president of the Entertainment Software Association] likens the
criticism of video games to fears in the 1950s that rock ‘n’ roll would destroy society’s
moral fiber. “Lo and behold, after listening to the Grateful Dead and acid rock and
Jefferson Airplane, they grew up to be lawyers and congressmen . . . Ten years from
now, we won’t be having this conversation because the people running this country
will have grown up playing video games.”

Id.

217. See supra notes 203–04 (noting Judge Posner’s cautionary comments).
218. See supra notes 10–11 and accompanying text (describing passage of the SGIA).
219. See Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 404 F. Supp. 2d 1051, 1055 (N.D. Ill. 2005)
(notting issuance of injunction against implementation of the SGIA).
220. See supra note 18 (noting filing of Notice of Appeal).
221. See infra Part III.A (discussing legislative history and provisions of the SGIA).
222. See infra Part III.B (detailing the injunction against implementation of the SGIA).
223. See infra Part III.A (describing the Governor’s promotional efforts on behalf of the
SGIA).
violent video games to children. Later that month, he began a highly promoted campaign of meetings with parents across the state to discuss his proposal. The Governor next appointed the Illinois Safe Games Task Force to gather information on the impact of violent video games, develop strategies for parents in coping with the challenges they present, and give recommendations to the Governor. Also, within a month of his initial announcement, Governor Blagojevich launched a website for parents, designed to help them learn about the effects of violent video games, report inappropriate games and report Illinois retailers selling such games to minors.

In early February 2005, the Governor made his proposed bill a featured aspect of his annual Illinois State of the State address. In it, he compared violent video games to cigarettes and alcohol: vices from which children need to be shielded. He then urged Illinois lawmakers to join him in helping parents by passing a law that criminalizes minors’ access to violent video games featuring simulations of murder, rape, decapitation and dismemberment. In addition, he attacked the effectiveness of the existing system of ESRB ratings and described a “sting operation” of Illinois video game retailers, conducted by Illinois State Representative Paul Froehlich, in which kids were able to purchase video games rated as unsuitable for children seventy-five percent of the time.
On February 28, 2005, Governor Blagojevich and Illinois State Representative Linda Chapa LaVia introduced House Bill No. 4023, known as the Safe Games Illinois Act. As originally introduced, the bill provided for fines of $5,000 per offense, effective January 1, 2006. The bill was assigned to the House Judiciary I-Civil Law Committee, where two amendments were adopted making the proposed legislation more immediate, comprehensive and punitive. Significantly, the new House amendments made the legislation effective immediately and added a prohibition against the sale or rental of any violent or sexually explicit video game through a self-scanning checkout mechanism.

The amended bill was adopted by the House Judiciary I-Civil Law Committee on March 9, 2005, and was applauded by the Governor’s office in a press release hailing the legislature’s action as “landmark” legislation. The bill was debated and passed by the full Illinois House of Representatives on March 16, 2005, by a ninety-one to nineteen margin.

The Governor’s advocacy of the legislation continued throughout the spring of 2005, with press releases regularly issued that encouraged swift passage of the legislation by the Senate. In the Senate,

---
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237. Id. (outlining House Amendment No. 1).

238. Id.


240. Legislative History Summary, supra note 235 (noting Third Reading and Standard Debate in House on March 16, 2005).


however, the bill, sponsored by Senator Deanna Demuzio,\footnote{243} underwent significant amendment, largely to reverse some of the House changes.\footnote{244} The Senate adopted three amendments, most significantly revising the effective date to January 1, 2006,\footnote{245} reducing the fines to $1,000 per offense,\footnote{246} and adding affirmative defenses.\footnote{247} The Senate amendment provided affirmative defenses if the video game sold or rented was pre-packaged and rated EC, E10+, E or T by the ESRB.\footnote{248}

The Senate overwhelmingly passed the bill by a margin of fifty-two to five on May 19, 2005.\footnote{249} Upon its return to the House of Representatives, the revised legislation again passed by a wide margin of 106 to 6 on May 28, 2005.\footnote{250} The Governor praised the legislators’ actions, emphasizing the manner in which this “common sense” legislation demonstrated Illinois’ legislative leadership.\footnote{251}

On July 25, 2005, Governor Blagojevich signed House Bill 4023 into law, surrounded by parents and children in a public library in Aurora, Illinois.\footnote{252} As he had done consistently throughout his eight-month campaign in support of the legislation, Governor Blagojevich praised the Safe Games Illinois Act as landmark legislation designed to support parents in a common sense manner.\footnote{253}
B. The Provisions and Legislative Findings of the SGIA

The SGIA, effective January 1, 2006, amends the Illinois Criminal Code and creates two new laws, the Violent Video Games Law and the Sexually Explicit Video Games Law. Both laws provide that a person who sells or rents any violent or sexually explicit video game to a minor commits a petty offense for which a fine of $1,000 may be imposed.

The law defines a “violent video game” as one that includes depictions or simulations of human-on-human violence in which the player kills or otherwise causes serious physical harm. Significantly, the law’s definition of “sexually explicit” excludes the third prong of the traditional definition of obscenity, which protects material with serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.

The law requires video game retailers to check identification before rentals or sales are completed and forbids permitting rentals or sales using a self-scanning checkout mechanism.

The law also creates new labeling and signage requirements for video game retailers, to which lower fines apply. All video games that are “violent” or “sexually explicit” as defined by this act are required to be labeled by the retailer on the front of the package with a solid white label reading “18,” in dimensions no less than two inches by two inches, outlined in black. The law provides, as an affirmative defense in any prosecution arising from it, that the video game in question was pre-packaged and rated EC, E10+, E or T by the ESRB.
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255. *Id.* §§ 12A-10, 12B-10 (defining “minor” as under age eighteen).

256. *Id.* § 12A-10(e) (defining “violent video game” as those including “depictions of death, dismemberment, amputation, decapitation, maiming, disfigurement, mutilation of body parts, or rape”).

257. *Id.* § 12B-10(e) (defining “sexually explicit video game” as those that “the average person applying contemporary community standards would find, with respect to minors, is designed to appeal or pander to the prurient interest and depict or represent in manner patently offensive with respect to minors, an actual or simulated sexual act or sexual contact, an actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual act or a lewd exhibition of the genitals or post-pubescent female breast”). See TRIBE, supra note 146, at 909 (listing three-prong test for obscenity).


259. *Id.* §§ 12A-15(c), 12B-15(c).

260. *Id.* §§ 12A-25(b), 12B-25(b) (listing penalties as $500 for the first three violations, and $1,000 for every subsequent violation).

261. *Id.* §§ 12A-25(a), 12B-25(a).

262. *Id.* §§ 12A-20(4), 12B-20(4). *See also supra* notes 52–58 (describing ESRB ratings system, including ratings EC, E10+, E and T).
With regard to both violence and sexual content, the laws begin with legislative findings. The Sexually Explicit Video Games Law states that the General Assembly finds such games inappropriate for minors and that the state has a compelling interest in assisting parents in protecting minor children from sexually explicit video games. With regard to violent video games, the legislature’s findings imply its acceptance of studies alleging specific harm to minors as a result of violent video game play.

C. Entertainment Software Association v. Blagojevich

As expected and announced prior to the law’s enactment, the video game industry filed suit against the SGIA on the day it was signed by Governor Blagojevich. The Entertainment Software Association, the Video Software Dealers Association, and the Illinois Retail Merchants Association filed a complaint against Governor Blagojevich in the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, asserting that the new law significantly infringed upon constitutionally protected rights of free expression. In general, the lawsuit alleged the

263. Id. §§ 12A-5, 12B-5 (listing legislative findings).
264. Id. § 12B-5.
265. Id. § 12A-5.
266. Press Release, Entm’t Software Ass’n, Video Game Industry to File Suit Seeking Relief From Illinois Governor’s Unconstitutional Law (July 25, 2005), available at http://www.theesa.com/archives/2005/07/video_game_indu_1.php (announcing that the “computer and video game industry will file a lawsuit” against the SGIA).
267. Complaint at 1, Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, No. 05C-4265 (N.D. Ill. July 25, 2005).
SGIA is unconstitutional under American Amusement Machine Association v. Kendrick as binding Seventh Circuit precedent. The suit was assigned to District Judge Matthew F. Kennelly, who after a combined two-day preliminary hearing and trial on the merits, held for the plaintiffs and issued a permanent injunction on December 2, 2005.

1. Findings of Fact

Judge Kennelly’s order began with two key findings of fact regarding the scientific support for Illinois’ new law. First, the court reviewed the research and studies offered by the defendants in support of the SGIA and the legislative findings included in the statute, as well as the testimony of expert witnesses for both sides. The court noted that the State provided seventeen scholarly articles to support the SGIA, of which fourteen were authored by the same individual, Dr. Craig Anderson. Dr. Anderson, testifying on behalf of the State, presented support for his conclusion that violent video game play can lead to aggressive behaviors being “automatized.”

Testifying for the plaintiffs, Dr. Dmitri Williams and Dr. Jeffrey Goldstein disputed the methodology of the Anderson studies, noting problematic tests for aggression, vague definitions of aggressive

\[\text{Id.}\]

\[\text{2005). The complaint also named fellow defendants Illinois Attorney General and Cook County State’s Attorney. Id.}\]

\[\text{268. Id. at 2. See also supra Part II.C.2 (describing the Seventh Circuit’s holding in Kendrick).}\]


\[\text{270. See infra Part III.C.1 (detailing the district court’s findings of fact).}\]

\[\text{271. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1059–67. The state’s expert witnesses for this portion of the hearing included Dr. Craig Anderson. Id. at 1059. See supra Part II.B.2 (discussing the work of Dr. Anderson). The industry’s expert witnesses included Dr. Jeffrey Goldstein and Dr. Dmitri Williams. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1059. See supra Part II.B.1 (discussing the work of Dr. Williams).}\]

\[\text{272. See supra note 88 (discussing Dr. Anderson’s reputation and body of work).}\]

\[\text{273. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1059. Dr. Anderson stated:}\]

In violent video games, you rehearse the whole sequence [of aggression]. You rehearse, you practice being vigilant, that is, looking for the source of the threat. You practice identifying sources of threat. You practice making decisions about how to respond to that threat. And eventually, you actually carry out some form of action, typically a violent action to deal with that threat, clicking a mouse or something on the keyboard or a pretend sort of gun of some kind.

\[\text{Id.}\]
behavior, use of inappropriately dissimilar games for test purposes, and
failure to address the context of game playing.\textsuperscript{274} Likewise, they
testified that Dr. Anderson was unable to cite any peer-reviewed
studies, which showed a causal link between violent video game play
and aggressive behavior, and had also ignored results that reached
conclusions different from his own.\textsuperscript{275}

After reviewing studies and testimony, Judge Kennelly held that
neither the State’s expert testimony nor its offered studies established a
solid causal link between violent video games exposure and aggressive
thoughts or behavior.\textsuperscript{276} The court also noted that researchers had failed
to eliminate the most plausible alternative explanation—that aggressive
kids may be more attracted than others to violent video games.\textsuperscript{277}
Likewise, the researchers had failed to demonstrate that the alleged
relationship between violent video games and aggressive behavior was
any greater than that with other types of media violence.\textsuperscript{278} Finally, the
court noted its concern that the Illinois legislature failed to consider any
studies critical of those offered by SGIA supporters.\textsuperscript{279} Judge Kennelly
held, therefore, the research was insufficient to draw conclusions
regarding the impact of video games on minors.\textsuperscript{280}

As the second key finding of fact, the court considered the effect of
violent video games on brain activity.\textsuperscript{281} Testifying for the State, Dr.
William Kronenberger presented his studies conducted at the Indiana
University School of Medicine.\textsuperscript{282} Dr. Kronenberger conceded that his
studies demonstrate only a correlative, not a causal, link between media
violence exposure in children and behavioral disorders or unusual brain
functionality.\textsuperscript{283} Testifying for the plaintiffs, Dr. Howard Nussbaum
identified two fundamental problems with Dr. Kronenberger’s work.\textsuperscript{284}
First, the studies assumed a simple one-to-one relationship between
various parts of the brain and particular behaviors.\textsuperscript{285} In fact, Dr.
Nussbaum testified that particular brain activity can affect multiple

\textsuperscript{274} Id. at 1062.
\textsuperscript{275} Id.
\textsuperscript{276} Id. at 1063.
\textsuperscript{277} Id.
\textsuperscript{278} Id. (identifying movies or television).
\textsuperscript{279} Id.
\textsuperscript{280} Id.
\textsuperscript{281} Id. at 1063–67.
\textsuperscript{282} Id. \textit{See supra} Part II.B.3 for discussion of the brain-related research of Dr.
Kronenberger.
\textsuperscript{283} \textit{Entm’t Software Ass’n}, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1065.
\textsuperscript{284} Id. at 1066. Dr. Nussbaum is a cognitive psychologist at the University of Chicago. Id.
\textsuperscript{285} Id.
behaviors, and specific behavior patterns can be impacted by activity from various areas of the brain. Second, Dr. Nussbaum disputed Dr. Kronenberger’s assumption that decreased activity in one area of the brain is the equivalent of impaired or deficient brain activity. For instance, decreased activity can indicate growing expertise with a task. In addition, Dr. Nussbaum identified various problems with the methodology used in the brain studies used to support the SGIA, such as use of composite fMRI images and lack of control for varying characteristics of test participants, which make it impossible for conclusions to be drawn from the data as reported.

The court held that the brain-related studies offered by Dr. Kronenberger could not support the conclusions he and others had drawn from them. Likewise, Judge Kennelly stated that the evidence offered no basis for the legislative findings, included in the SGIA, that violent video game play results in reduced brain functionality.

2. Constitutionality of the SGIA

After holding that the defendants were not immune from suit and the plaintiffs had standing, the court turned its analysis to the constitutionality of the SGIA. All parties agreed that the SGIA was a content-based regulation subject to strict scrutiny. The court began by agreeing with the defendants that the state legislature had multiple compelling interests at stake, including preventing violent behavior by children, protecting children from violence and assisting parents. However, Judge Kennelly rejected the defendants’ claims that the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Kendrick was not precedential, and

286. Id.
287. Id.
288. Id.
289. Id. at 1066–67.
290. Id. at 1066.
291. Id. See also supra Part III.B (stating SGIA’s legislative findings regarding violent video games).
292. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1070–71 (holding that state entities or state officials are not immune under the Eleventh Amendment for suits seeking to enjoin enforcement of unconstitutional statutes). See U.S. CONST. Amend. XI (“The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.”).
293. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1071 (holding that each of the plaintiffs have independent standing to sue and no conflicts of interest existed among them).
294. Id. at 1071–72.
295. Id. at 1072. See TRIBE, supra note 146 (describing the strict scrutiny standard).
296. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1072.
expressly held that the Kendrick decision, in which the court applied strict scrutiny to a city ordinance restricting minors’ access to violent video games, governed the instant case.\textsuperscript{297}

First, the court reiterated that the defendants had not met the burden of demonstrating that playing violent video games causes youths to have aggressive thoughts or engage in aggressive behavior.\textsuperscript{298} In fact, Judge Kennelly noted that with the limited evidence available, it is impossible to discern which direction the causal relationship, if any, between violent video games and aggressive children, might run.\textsuperscript{299}

Next, the court re-emphasized its finding of a lack of evidentiary support for the brain studies heavily relied upon by the defendants.\textsuperscript{300} The court found that the legislature’s finding that violent video game play causes reductions in frontal lobe brain activity\textsuperscript{301} was unsupported by scientific evidence.\textsuperscript{302}

In addressing the State’s purported compelling interest in preventing developmental harm to minors, the court noted minors’ First Amendment rights and remarked that if controlling access to some speech is important in American society, that control is appropriate at the discretion of parents, not the State.\textsuperscript{303} Moreover, the court held that the SGIA’s underinclusiveness indicated that the statute may not be intended to serve its proffered purpose.\textsuperscript{304} In addition, the court held that the vagueness of the SGIA’s definition of violent video games is open to subjective interpretation and enforcement, making it highly probable that video game sellers might attempt to self-censor or restrict access to games in an overly-cautious manner, thereby impairing the rights of minors and adults alike.\textsuperscript{305}

\textsuperscript{297} Id. See supra Part II.C.2 (describing Judge Posner’s opinion in Kendrick).
\textsuperscript{298} Entertainment Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1073 (stating that defendants “have come nowhere near making the necessary showing”).
\textsuperscript{299} Id. at 1074. The court noted that “it may be that aggressive children may also be attracted to violent video games.” Id.
\textsuperscript{300} Id. The court based the reliance largely upon the fact that Dr. Kronenberger’s brain studies were unavailable when the Seventh Circuit last considered the issue in 2001. Id.
\textsuperscript{301} 720 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/12A-5(a)(3) (West 2005). See supra note 265 (citing the legislative findings included in SGIA).
\textsuperscript{302} Entertainment Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1074 (noting that relying totally on the work of Dr. Kronenberger, without considering alternative explanations or studies, reveals a “basic flaw in the legislature’s reasoning”).
\textsuperscript{303} Id. at 1075 (e.g., violent video games).
\textsuperscript{304} Id. (noting “the state may have a compelling interest in assisting parents with regulating the amount of media violence consumed by their children, but it does not have a compelling interest in singling out video games in this regard,” such as targeting some media violence, but excluding other types such as violent DVDs, etc.).
\textsuperscript{305} Id. at 1076.
Next, the court held that by varying from the established test for obscenity in its definition of “sexually explicit,” the SGIA went beyond regulating that which is deemed obscene for minors. 306 Therefore, rather than being subject to a less stringent standard of review, the SGIA is a content-based restriction which is subject to strict scrutiny.307 Consistent with the court’s analysis regarding violence, Judge Kennelly concluded that the statute is vague and not narrowly tailored.308

Last, the court held that the SGIA’s labeling and signage requirements are likewise subject to, and fail to meet, strict scrutiny.309 In so holding, Judge Kennelly noted the inappropriateness of statutory requirements for retailers to present the privately-run, self-regulatory ESRB ratings system in a manner mandated by the state.310

For the reasons summarized above, the court held that the plaintiffs’ loss of First Amendment rights would represent irreparable injury, with no adequate legal remedy, if the SGIA took effect as planned on January 1, 2006.311 Therefore, Judge Kennelly granted a permanent injunction.312

IV. ANALYSIS

Illinois’ SGIA followed a now-familiar pattern of enthusiastic and high profile political support, with a speedy and successful legal

306. Id. at 1078. See TRIBE, supra note 146 (describing the three-prong test for obscenity, which includes an exception for material of artistic value). See also supra note 257 (describing the definition of “sexually explicit” as included in the SGIA).

307. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1078. See TRIBE, supra note 146 (describing strict scrutiny doctrine).

308. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1080. The court stated: By way of example, we cite God of War, one of the games submitted by plaintiffs. In this game, set in ancient Greece, a Spartan warrior named Kratos must kill Ares, the god of war. Throughout the game, he faces difficult challenges and receives assistance from legendary Greek gods, and the player learns about his difficult life from intermittent flashbacks. At the end of the game, Kratos learns that he is in fact the son of Zeus and becomes a god. During the game, there are several scenes depicting women whose breasts are visible. In one scene, the main character is shown near a bed where two bare-chested women are lying. It appears that the main character may have had sexual relations with the women. Because of this one scene, a game such as God of War, which essentially parallels a classic book like The Odyssey, likely would be prohibited based on one scene without regard to the value of the game as a whole. Such a sweeping regulation on speech—even sexually explicit speech—is unconstitutional even if aimed at protecting minors.

309. Id. at 1081–82. See TRIBE, supra note 146 (describing strict scrutiny doctrine).

310. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1082.

311. Id.

312. Id. at 1082–83. See also supra note 153 (describing an injunction).
challenge by the video game industry. However, the state’s judicial defeat and the district court’s strongly-written order appear to have done little to dampen the zeal of not only the State of Illinois to appeal Judge Kennelly’s decision, but also of other legislators to pass similar laws. This Part examines the historical, cultural and political factors which fuel the legislative enthusiasm for laws restricting free expression in mediums like video games. First, it will note the federal district court’s appropriate adherence to precedent in its analysis of the constitutionality of the SGIA and the relationship between correlation and causation that underlines it. Next, this Part will review the role of industry self-regulation. This subsection will explore the role the ESRB plays in efforts to restrict video games. Next, this Part will discuss the role of common sense and how it influences legislation impacting video games. Finally, it will review the political forces, which may impact the issue, and suggest the potential political gains may be too compelling for many legislators to resist.

A. Entertainment Software Association v. Blagojevich: Correctly Discerning Between Correlation and Causation

In his holding in Entertainment Software Association v. Blagojevich, Judge Kennelly appropriately adhered to precedent by following the key holdings of the Seventh Circuit in Kendrick. That is, the district court echoed the appellate court’s earlier holding that restrictions upon minors’ access to video games represent content-based regulations subject to strict scrutiny, and therefore the defendant has the burden of demonstrating that the restrictive law is narrowly-tailored to serve a compelling state interest.

Consistent with the Seventh Circuit’s earlier analysis, Judge Kennelly
correctly discerned that the key issue impacting the constitutionality of
video game restrictions is proving a causative relationship between the
games and harm to children, versus a mere correlative one. In fact,
the similarity of the outcomes of the previous federal cases regarding
laws attempting to restrict access to video games by minors has been
suggested by some observers as signaling a “death knell” for the use of
currently-available social science to demonstrate causation and support
statutory video game restrictions.

Notably, as Judge Kennelly stated in his opinion, many of the
researchers themselves did not suggest the inferential leap the legislators
made in the SGIA; that is, patterns observed in initial studies can be
used as evidence that violent video game exposure has a causative
relationship to violent behavior. For instance, regarding the fMRI
brain functionality studies, researchers from Indiana University urged
cautions in use of the brain-functionality data they released. Likewise,
the Indiana University research team studying the brain’s executive
functioning stressed that the research had not yet resulted in proof of
causation.

In marked difference to the cautious tones of the researchers and
scientists, lawmakers and advocates of restrictive video game laws often
imply that scientific proof of causation already exists. For instance,
Dr. Craig Anderson, the oft-cited authority in researching the
connection between media violence and violent behavior, frequently
begins articles, studies and public comments by reciting the details of
the Columbine High School shootings, in which thirteen people were

323. See supra Part II.B.1 and Part II.B.2 (describing correlation and causation).
324. See Calvert & Richards, supra note 88, at 222 (“When viewed together, the rejection of
social science evidence at the appellate court level in both American Amusement Machine
Association [Kendrick] and Interactive Digital Software Association should signal the death knell
for the use of current, general social science research on video games to support access-limitation
ordinances.”).
325. Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1065 (noting a scientist’s concession that his
studies demonstrated only a correlative, not causative, link between media violence exposure and
behavioral disorders).
326. Press Release, Ind. Univ. Sch. of Med., Media Violence Linked to Concentration, Self-
(quot ing William Kronenberger, Ph.D., stating “more research is needed before conclusions can be drawn that
media exposure causes the brain activation differences” observed).
327. Self-Control Release, supra note 132 (discussing a study investigating the relationship
between media violence exposure and executive functioning and stating the data “shows a
correlation but it does not pinpoint the cause”).
328. See infra note 330 (citing to articles discussing video game research).
329. See supra note 88 (describing Dr. Anderson’s reputation and work).
murdered and twenty-three wounded by students Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold. Dr. Anderson cites this tragic story because Harris and Klebold were reportedly habitual players of the violent video game Doom. Dr. Anderson repeatedly describes these horrible episodes and others, even when the material to follow offers no causative support for the inference that the video game caused Harris and Klebold to become cold-blooded killers.332

Likewise, advocates of video game restrictions often mention negligence and products liability lawsuits brought against video game manufacturers by the families of children murdered in school shootings, but they fail to mention the fact that such suits have been uniformly rejected by courts.333

Passionate rhetoric implying a linkage between violent video games and negative impacts to children may not be inappropriate for public policy advocates; however, lawmakers are held to a higher standard when writing statutes that potentially infringe upon fundamental constitutional rights such as free expression.334 In his holding in Entertainment Software Association v. Blagojevich, Judge Kennelly held that Illinois lawmakers failed to meet that standard and correctly found the SGIA to be an unconstitutional infringement on free


331. Anderson & Bushman, supra note 330, at 353 (detailing that Harris and Klebold reportedly played a “customized version of Doom with two shooters, extra weapons, unlimited ammunition and victims who could not fight back—features that are eerily similar to aspects of the actual shootings”).

332. See supra note 275 and accompanying text (noting Dr. Anderson’s inability to show causation of aggressive activity by violent video game play).

333. See, e.g., James v. Meow Media, Inc. 300 F.3d 683, 701 (6th Cir. 2002), cert. denied, 537 U.S. 1159 (2003) (affirming the District Court’s dismissal of all claims, including negligence and products liability, brought by parents of murdered students against video game companies and other defendants).

334. Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 204 (1976) (holding that a gender-based differential in alcohol sale laws, allowing women to buy certain types of beer at age eighteen but restricting such sale to men until age twenty-one, is unconstitutional). The Court disputed the state legislature’s reliance on various statistical studies. Id. The Court stated it is “unrealistic to expect either members of the judiciary or state officials to be well versed in the rigors of experimental or statistical technique. But this merely illustrates that proving broad sociological propositions by statistics is a dubious business.” Id.
speech.335

B. The Role of Industry Self-Regulation

The most important and visible aspect of the Entertainment Software Rating Board’s self-regulatory efforts focuses on the ongoing rating of video games.336 The ESRB’s efforts have received largely mixed comments from the Federal Trade Commission337 and others.338 Legislators and elected officials in Illinois, however, have been more negative about the performance of the ESRB’s self-regulatory efforts, both in terms of preventing the sale or rental of inappropriate videos to minors and regarding the accuracy of the ESRB’s ratings.339 Governor Blagojevich has stated flatly that the ESRB system is inadequate and ineffective at preventing minors’ access to adult content.340

In light of this stinging criticism of both enforcement at the retail level and accuracy of the ratings themselves, it is noteworthy that the SGIA provided as an affirmative defense to prosecution under the law if the video game is rated EC, E10+, E or T.341 Likewise, the newly introduced federal legislation mirrors these affirmative defenses, based upon ESRB ratings.342 However, in Judge Kennelly’s injunction enjoining implementation of the SGIA, the court noted the inappropriateness of piggybacking a statute onto an industry self-regulatory system, implying that this inappropriately delegates authority to the ESRB.343 Legislative sponsors of the bill in Illinois argued that the potential conflict was solved by the SGIA’s separate definitions of

336. See supra Part II.A (explaining the ESRB rating program).
337. See supra notes 71–75 and accompanying text (describing the mixed assessments from the FTC).
338. See The Henry K. Kaiser Family Foundation, supra note 36, at 3 (noting a study in which a panel of parents often disagreed with video game ratings determined by the ESRB).
340. See Gov. Blagojevich Signature Announcement, supra note 4, at 1–2 (stating “the video game industry has not developed an effective self-regulation system that keeps adult material out of the hands of minors”).
341. See supra Part III.B (describing provisions of the SGIA).
342. See Federal Bill Announcement, supra note 22, at 3 (noting “retailers would have an affirmative defense . . . if they have a system in place to display and enforce the ESRB system”).
343. Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 404 F. Supp. 2d 1051, 1082 (N.D. Ill. 2005) (noting “[t]he signage and brochure requirements [of the SGIA] require retailers to take the ESRB rating system—a message developed by the video game industry and supported by retail merchants—and present it in a manner mandated by the State”).
it is clear that the ESRB, should it choose to alter its standards could allow more video games to fall into the ratings that enjoy the protection of the affirmative defenses.\textsuperscript{345} The conflict is clear between legislative attempts to demonize the ESRB system, while at the same time leaning upon it from a legal and regulatory standpoint.\textsuperscript{346}

\textbf{C. The Uncommon Nature of Common Sense}

Lawmakers and advocates in Illinois have referred to the SGIA as an example of “common sense lawmaking.”\textsuperscript{347} As is frequently noted, however, conventional wisdom and popularly held notions of common sense are not always compatible with constitutionally protected rights.\textsuperscript{348} Occasionally included in discussion of potential video game restrictions is the potential link between excessive video game play by children and the increasing trend toward childhood obesity.\textsuperscript{349} Some legislators have encouraged additional research on this topic and cite this potential link as additional support for statutory video game restrictions.\textsuperscript{350} However, when legislative bodies, including Illinois, have considered the epidemic of obesity, the result has been new laws

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}

\textit{Myth #2. The Bill allows a nongovernmental third party to determine what constitutes a violent or sexually explicit video game under the law effectively delegating the Legislator’s [sic] function to a private entity. False. The General Assembly determines in the definition of ‘violent and sexually explicit games’ which games are inappropriate for minors and those definitions put retailers and manufacturers on notice of which games are covered.}

Id.

\item See supra Part II.A (describing the ESRB ratings system).

\item See supra note 343 (discussing Judge Kennelly’s holding regarding the SGIA’s labeling and signage requirements).

\item See, e.g., Blagojevich Proposal Release, supra note 16 (describing the video game restrictions as “common sense.”)

\item KEVIN W. SAUNDERS, SAVING OUR CHILDREN FROM THE FIRST AMENDMENT 10 (2003) (“Common sense and the dictates of the law, including the Constitution, are not always the same thing.”).

\item See, e.g., Rich/Harvard Testimony, supra note 91, at BL00246 (“There is growing evidence that video game play may contribute to obesity, probably through increasing sedentary behavior in otherwise active children.”).

\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
like the Illinois Commonsense Consumption Act, which is designed to restrict lawsuits against industry and emphasize individual responsibility. 351 There is a notable disparity in the legislature’s treatment of these two topics, and the differing way common sense is reflected regarding individual and parental responsibility.352

Similarly, a startlingly incompatible view of legislative common sense is evident when comparing the SGIA with Illinois’ laws for gun ownership.353 If implemented, the SGIA would restrict the sale or rental of violent video games to minors under the age 18.354 However, Illinois law allows the sale of firearms excluding handguns to minors below age 18 if they have a valid Firearm Owners Identification Act (FOID) card.355

The juxtaposition of these two laws is striking, as they would allow a teenager with parental permission to purchase an actual shotgun, but not a video game depicting use of a virtual shotgun.356 Of course, the teenager’s parent can purchase the violent video game for the minor, but SGIA includes no “parental permission” exception to allow the minor to purchase the game for himself or herself, unlike a teenager with a FOID card who can purchase firearms independently.357

In his opinion in Video Software Dealers Association v. Maleng, Judge Lasnick commented upon the issue of reality versus play, noting that no amount of skill at shooting virtual guns in video games teaches a person to fire an actual gun.358 Likewise, Judge Posner noted, in

352. Compare, e.g., SGIA, supra note 10 (de-emphasizing parental responsibility by placing burden of video game regulation upon the state and industry) with Illinois Commonsense Consumption Act, supra note 351 (emphasizing personal responsibility by eliminating consumer obesity related cause of action against businesses).
353. See infra note 355 and accompanying text (discussing Illinois gun laws).
355. 430 ILL. COMP. STAT. 65/4 (2004) [hereinafter FOID]. FOID cards can be obtained by minors under age 18 with consent of a parent or guardian. Id. No minimum age is noted in the Illinois statute for FOID card qualification. Id.
356. Compare FOID, supra note 355 and accompanying text (discussing the FOID law) with SGIA, supra note 10 and Part III.A (discussing the provisions of the SGIA).
357. See SGIA, supra note 10, at §§ 12A-15, 12B-15 (listing statutory requirements, which do not include an exception or affirmative defense for parental permission).
Kendrick, that “[t]he issue in this case is not violence as such, or directly; it is violent images . . . .”

Notably, the common sense driving the enthusiasm for video game restrictions is not supported by relevant crime statistics. For instance, based on the rhetoric of some promoters of video game restrictions, one would expect a dramatic rise in the rate of violent crimes in school settings given the popularity of violent video games during the past decade. Contrary to this reasonable expectation, the U.S. Department of Education reports the rate of violent crime against students ages 12–18 dropped in half between 1992 and 2002.

Likewise, the conventional wisdom perceiving video games as a youth epidemic largely ignores evidence that games are becoming a larger and more accepted part of modern culture. For example, the


There are problems with Grossman’s argument, however. Effective conditioning requires structured application and a well-controlled environment, which is scarcely what gamers are experiencing when they’re fiddling with a video game in their own rooms or messing around an arcade with hundreds of other kids . . . . What our kids are doing with their video games is playing and they know it. Games have always been part of military training, and nearly all competitive games have a warlike subtext . . . . Just because shooter games remind us of real shooting and military training doesn’t mean that kids experience them as such when they play, any more than they experience plastic army men or chess pieces as real warriors.

Id.


360. See infra note 362 and accompanying text (indicating decrease in violent crime rates, despite a belief that video games increase violent behavior and aggression).

361. See supra note 330 and accompanying text (discussing Dr. Anderson’s frequent focus on school murders). See also Part II.A (describing growth of video game industry).

362. Press Release, U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., Violent Crime Rate Against Students Drops, New Report Says (Nov. 29, 2004), available at http://www.ed.gov/print/news/pressreleases/2004/11/11292004.html. The report tracks statistics for theft and violent crimes, as well as bullying, hate-crimes, and drug and alcohol abuse. Id. The report also notes that not only have violent incidents declined in schools, but also the incidence of students bringing weapons to school. Id. See also Jones, supra note 358, at 167 (arguing that evidence does not support an increase in actual violence attributable to video games).

Certainly video games haven’t had any significant impact on real-world crime. “The research on video games and crime is compelling to read,” said Helen Smith, forensic psychologist, youth violence specialist and author of The Scarred Heart. “But it just doesn’t hold up. Kids have been getting less violent since those games came out. That includes gun violence and every other sort of violence that might be inspired by a video game.”

Id.

363. See infra notes 364–65 and accompanying text (noting examples of increasing acceptance of video game culture in adult life and academia).
average age of video game players has risen to thirty-seven years old. 364

The emergence of video game-related curriculums now offered at more than one hundred universities in North America reflects the complexity of video games and their increasing acceptance as an art form. 365

Growing acceptance of gaming culture in higher education is mirrored by research acknowledging the positive role electronic gaming can play in early childhood development. 366

Finally, the prudence of “common sense” legislation becomes more suspect in light of the costs to taxpayers of drafting, advocating, passing and mounting the inevitable legal defenses to such legislation. 367 For instance, the price tag incurred by taxpayers in the State of Washington for legal defense costs of its unsuccessful attempt to restrict minors’ access to some violent video games was estimated at tens of thousands of dollars. 368


365. Seth Schiesel, Video Games Are Their Major, So Don’t Call Them Slackers, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 22, 2005, at A1 (reporting examples such as a master’s level program in entertainment technology at Carnegie-Mellon begun in 1999, undergraduate and Ph.D. programs in interactive media at Georgia Institute of Technology, and programs at the University of Southern California, University of Central Florida and Parsons New School for Design).

“The skills and methods of video games are becoming a part of our life and culture in so many ways that it is impossible to ignore,” said Bob Kerrey, the former Nebraska senator who is now president of the New School . . . . “But if you just look at the surface of people playing games, you are missing the point, which is that games are all about managing and manipulating information,” Mr. Kerrey said.

Id.


Some researchers who study electronic gaming believe that it may provide the “training wheels” for computer literacy. The design features of the most popular interactive games have been found to improve skills such as spatial visualization and visual attention. There are indications that practicing spatial skills with video games can reduce differences in these skills among boys and girls.

Id.

367. See Press Release, Entm’t Software Ass’n., Video Game Industry Files for $644,545 in Attorney’s Fees From State of Illinois Related to Its Unconstitutional Video Game Sales Law, (March 16, 2006), available at http://www.theesa.com/archives/2006/03/video_game_industry_4.php?printable=1 (announcing the petition seeking reimbursement for $644,545 in legal fees incurred opposing the SGIA and quoting the ESA president stating the petition is consistent with the association’s “belief that the public has a right to know how much of their tax dollars were spent defending a statute that everyone knew from the start was unconstitutional . . .”).

368. See Calvert & Richards, supra note 88, at 208 (citing Dan Richman, Judge Blocks Law Curbing Some Violent Video Games, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER, July 11, 2003, at A1) (estimating the cost of the unsuccessful court battle at $90,000).
D. Is the Political Upside of Video Game Laws Simply Irresistible?

The introduction of legislative proposals for new, highly similar video game restrictions just weeks after federal judicial decisions striking down those previously passed indicates video game restrictions represent a political issue of unusual seductiveness. Support for the legislation typically is bipartisan.

Some observers have noted that the issue is so popular that legislators vote for proposed bills regardless of their apparent unconstitutionality. Review of the legislative record associated with the passage of Illinois’ SGIA reveals that for some state representatives, the lure of a politically popular bill may have outweighed their personal concerns regarding its ability to withstand judicial scrutiny.

369. See supra note 22 (describing the December 16, 2005 introduction of new federal legislation to protect children from inappropriate video games).

370. See supra notes 249–50 and accompanying text (noting overwhelming margins of victory for the SGIA in both houses of Illinois’ General Assembly).

371. Michael Higgins & John Chase, Judge Zaps State Law on Video Games, CHI. TRIB., Dec. 3, 2005, at 20 (noting that David Vite, president of the Illinois Retail Merchants Association, had indicated that “it was obvious the law was unconstitutional, but that legislators voted for it because of its potential political benefits.”).


I support this Bill. . . . But the truth of the matter is that the Bill is unconstitutional as drafted. The truth of the matter is, that it is vague. The standards are vague. The penalties are vague. The interpretation of the statute is vague and because of that, courts all over this country have held Bills that look just like this unconstitutional. . . . Now, I know that many times on this floor the Constitution doesn’t have a whole lot of meaning. And, in fact, today I’m gonna vote for this Bill knowing that it’s unconstitutional. But it would be far better to fix this Bill right now before we send it over to the Senate and wait for them to fix it or to wait for a court to fix it . . . .

Id. Rep. Lang subsequently voted “yes” for the SGIA. Voting History for HB 4023, 94th Ill. Gen. Assemb., available at http://www.ilga.gov/legislation (follow “House - Bills 4001 – 4100” hyperlink; then follow “HB4023 VIDEO GAMES-VIOLENT AND SEX” hyperlink; then follow “Votes” hyperlink). Similarly, Rep. William Black (R-Danville), stated the following during the same House debate:

[If any of us think the Bill is patently unconstitutional as written and then we vote for it anyway, ya know, that’s the game we’ve played here for years. We vote for some Bills so that we can go home and say, “I’m tough on this or I did that.” And then hope that the Supreme Court will bail us out of an action that we took. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, where do you stop? . . . Ladies and Gentlemen, “Let me suggest to you that sometimes standing up for the First Amendment is one of the toughest things we can do. It is not an easy task.” But that is what [sic] we’re elected. We make some difficult decisions. . . . I’m asking you today to stand up for the First Amendment. I’m asking you today to tell parents, “That’s your responsibility, not mine.”]

Although dwarfed by apparent popular support for aggressive anti-video game legislation, there are commentators and groups in opposition. For instance, some legal commentators note legislative efforts to help parents are essentially less sound than allowing parents to maintain control over decisions regarding what speech their children will be exposed to. Others, while noting that regulation of some sort may be possible, advocate less broad-brush and expansive restrictions than those previously attempted. Not unlike the bipartisan

4100” hyperlink; then follow “HB4023 VIDEO GAMES-VIOLENT AND SEX” hyperlink; then follow “Votes” hyperlink).


[It is probably sounder to leave parents, rather than the government, with the ultimate decision here [regarding exposure to speech]. Children of the same age vary widely in maturity, and parents usually know their child’s maturity better than do prosecutors, judges, or juries. If parents believe there’s educational value in giving their children access to supposedly “obscene-as-to-minors” material, there’s good reason to defer to that judgment. And the notion that parents should, absent some powerful reason to the contrary, have discretion about how to raise their children buttresses this view.

Id.


Attempts to completely prevent minor children from accessing graphically violent video games from birth to the age of majority are hopelessly naive, doomed to fail and likely to be counterproductive. Such games are here to stay. The primary method of addressing this issue is for parents to rear their children to find such displays of
complexion of support for such legislation, video game bans are opposed by groups on both sides of the political spectrum, including both groups traditionally considered highly liberal and those viewed as staunchly conservative.

Finally, commentators have noted the tragic irony of widespread legislative efforts to shield adolescents from one, politically unpopular form of fantasy violence (video games), while American children are increasingly being bombarded with brutal images of real-life violence from post-9/11 terrorism and the Iraq war.

V. PROPOSAL

Based upon the strongly worded and well-reasoned opinion by Judge Kennelly, and the multiple constitutional problems of the SGIA, the permanent injunction issued against the SGIA should be affirmed by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. Nevertheless, the political attractiveness of video game restrictions appears to guarantee many more such laws in the future. In the previous cases in which laws
restricting minors’ access to violent video games were held unconstitutional, the courts provided guidance regarding how future legislation might be developed to withstand strict scrutiny.\(^{381}\) In light of that jurisprudence and the status of scientific evidence to date, this Part provides a suggested blueprint for future legislation.\(^{382}\)

First, the drafting of legislative findings must be disciplined, concise and free of over-broad conclusions, as sloppiness in this area results in statutes that are easily disputed by the published comments of the scientific researchers themselves.\(^{383}\) Legislators must ensure that the law itself and the legislative record remain free of hyperbole and exaggeration, which cannot be defended under strict judicial scrutiny.\(^{384}\)

Second, social scientific data offered in support of the laws during legal challenges must include only that which focuses upon video game exposure, uses appropriately-aged test subjects, and demonstrates causation.\(^{385}\) Studies that are merely observational, or at best designed to indicate a correlational relationship, will not meet the burden of adequately supporting content-restrictive legislation and should not be submitted in support.\(^{386}\) Ideally, submitted studies should be published and peer-reviewed.\(^{387}\) The litigation strategy of extremely large amounts of material, much of it irrelevant, does not help the argument for constitutionality.\(^{388}\) In fact, litigators’ decisions to provide vaguely supportive, but not directly applicable information, has been counter

heap more legislative litter on courts, with taxpayers left to pay the bill of defending the new laws.

Id.

381. See supra Part II.C.2 (describing Judge Posner’s opinion for the 7th Circuit), Part II.C.3 (describing Judge Arnold’s opinion for the 8th Circuit), and Part II.C.4 (describing Judge Lasnick’s opinion for the Western District of Washington).

382. See infra Part V (summarizing six proposals to create video game legislation that will survive judicial scrutiny).

383. See supra Part II.B.3 (noting cautionary statements by researchers at Indiana University).

384. See, e.g., Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 404 F. Supp. 2d 1051, 1063 (N.D. Ill. 2005) (noting lack of evidence in the legislative record to support the legislature’s inferences).

385. See, e.g., id. at 1058 (noting studies submitted into evidence, including some which focused on violent media other than video games or using inappropriately-aged subjects).

386. amfAR Aids Research, http://www.amfar.org/cgi-bin/iowa/bridge.html. Observational studies are defined as those that observe without altering or influencing the process being studied, but are prone to bias. Id.

387. TABER’S CYCLOPEDIC MEDICAL DICTIONARY 1344 (16th ed. 1989) (defining “peer review” as the “evaluation of the quality of the work effort of an individual by his or her peers”). Peer review is defined as a scholarly process used to force authors to meet the standards of their discipline. See id. Publications that have not undergone peer review are likely to be regarded with suspicion by professionals in many fields. See id.

388. See Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1058 (observing the large volume of studies submitted into evidence).
productive.\textsuperscript{389}

Third, in response to Judge Posner’s comments regarding the lack of realism inherent in cartoonish video games,\textsuperscript{390} games entered into the record in support of challenged legislative restrictions must be only those most realistic in plot and artistic style.\textsuperscript{391} Submission into the judicial record of games featuring aliens, monsters, dragons and other fantasy contribute to restrictive laws being found unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{392}

Next, a parental exception should be included, so that it is not unlawful for a minor with parental permission to purchase or rent any video game, including instances in which the parent is present with the child at the time of purchase or the minor is renting on a family account from a pre-approved list of titles.\textsuperscript{393} Inclusion of this exception would help overcome the argument that without such an exception, a law such as Illinois’ SGIA can be more restrictive with regard to minors’ purchase of games depicting virtual use of firearms, versus the purchase of actual firearms themselves.\textsuperscript{394}

Fifth, the legislature must proactively address the constitutional challenge associated with placing regulatory authority in the hands of the industry, allowing the operation of a statute to rest upon a rating system maintained by an independent industry group with no government input or oversight.\textsuperscript{395} This is particularly obvious in light of the heated criticism legislators have directed at the effectiveness and accuracy of the ESRB rating system.\textsuperscript{396} At minimum, it is inappropriate to base affirmative defenses for sale/rental of games with certain ESRB ratings, as the government has no role in determining which games receive that rating.\textsuperscript{397} Ultimately, legislative restrictions on minors’ access to video games based upon content may not be sustainable without the government incurring some responsibility for rating content.\textsuperscript{398}

\textsuperscript{389} See supra Part II.C.2–4 (identifying courts’ characterization of social science data as inadequate to support legislative restrictions on video games).

\textsuperscript{390} See supra Part II.C.2 (discussing Kendrick).

\textsuperscript{391} See Entm’t Software Ass’n, 404 F. Supp. 2d at 1081 (discussing the literary merit of the video game God of War).

\textsuperscript{392} See, e.g., supra notes 390–91 (referencing cases involving such games).

\textsuperscript{393} Compare e.g., SGIA, supra note 10 and FOID, supra note 355.

\textsuperscript{394} Id.

\textsuperscript{395} See supra Part II.A (describing independent nature of ESRB industry rating program).

\textsuperscript{396} See supra Part II.A (describing statements made regarding effectiveness of ESRB program during effort to pass the legislation).

\textsuperscript{397} See supra Part II.A (describing ESRB program).

\textsuperscript{398} See, e.g., Entm’t Software Ass’n v. Blagojevich, 404 F. Supp. 2d 1051, 1082 (N.D. Ill. 2005) (discussing the problem of mandating the use of an independent, self-regulatory program).
Finally, the legislation must be as narrowly tailored as possible, perhaps including only those video game retail/rental establishments the jurisdiction has determined are most in need of additional safeguards for minors. For instance, FTC studies indicate its national “mystery shop” surveys demonstrate that enforcement of restrictions on the purchase/rental of adult-rated games to minors is not uniform between various types of retail establishments. Large national retailers typically do a more robust job of posting rating information, verifying age of potential purchasers, and restricting sales to minors than other types of retailers. In Illinois, a much heralded, legislatively driven “sting operation” was used as evidence of lack of compliance with age-based ratings. In order to better support future legislation curbing access to violent video games, legislators could develop more focused jurisdiction-specific research regarding compliance; potentially pointing to problem areas, such as video sales or rentals by convenience stores. Such data could be used to demonstrate to a court the need for a specific, narrowly tailored legislative restriction on the sale or rental of certain video games to minors.

VI. CONCLUSION

The SGIA attempted to protect minors in the state of Illinois from the perceived harms associated with violent video games. However, the social scientific data to demonstrate those harms, and a causative relationship between them and video games, remains unproven. The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals should affirm the District Court’s permanent injunction of the SGIA.

399. Id. at 1077 (discussing the lack of narrow tailoring of the law).
400. See supra note 72 and accompanying text (describing FTC “mystery shop” program). See generally FTC Report, supra note 50 (reporting results of FTC’s fourth review of industry practice).
401. See FTC Report, supra note 50, App. B, at B-5 (noting that seven major retailers were recognized as having policies to restrict sales of games to minors: Toys ‘R’ Us, Kmart, Wal-Mart, Target, Circuit City, Staples and CompUSA).
403. See supra note 401 and accompanying text (noting FTC’s recognition of varying levels of compliance at different types of retailers).
404. Id.